
ON FOR THE RECORD OF DECISION 

S ~ t e  Name and Locatipn 

Claremont Polychemical, Old IBethpage, Nassau County, New York 

Statement of Basis and ~ulpdsg 

This decision document pros the selected remedial action for 
the Claremont Polychemical in Old Bethpage, Nassau County, 
New York, developed in acco with the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, and Liability Act of 1980, 
as amended by the and Reauthorization Act of 

the National Contingency 
identifies the items that 
which the selection of 

The State of New York has cdncurred with the selected remedy. 

Assessment of the Site 

Actual or threatened substances from this 
site, if not addressed by i the response action 
selected in this Record of present an imminent and 
scbstantial endangerment welfare, or the 
environment. 

The remedy addresses the threat posed by the Site 
alternatives including 

treatment of tank removal and 
treatment the groundwater (GW-3B), 
and 

This action complements the previous work conducted as part of 
the second operable unit de eloped to address wastes contained in 

and a sump). 
several holding units drums, aboveground tanks, basins, 

The major components of theselected remedy include: 

Excavation and on-site treatment of approximately 1,600 
cubic yards of contami ated soils via low temperature 
enhanced volatilizatio and redeposition of treated soils 
into the excavated are 4 s. 



Extraction and treatme of the contaminated groundwater at 
the Site via air strip ing and carbon adsorption and 
reinjection of the tre 2 ed water into the ground. 

I 

Decontamination of the uilding via vacuuming and dusting of 
the contaminated surfa and removing the asbestos 
insulation for off-sit and disposal. 

Excavation, removal an off-site treatment/disposal of the 
underground tanks, ass ciated equipment, tank contents, and 
highly contaminated 

Declaration i 
I 

The selected remedy is prot 
environment, complies with and State requirements that 
are legally applicable or r and appropriate to the 
remedial action, and is cos This remedy utilizes 
permanent solutions and 
recovery) technologies 
satisfies the statutory 
treatme!lt that reduces 
principal element. 

Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff 
,' Regional Administrator -.-,.L-_ 

I 
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SITE NAME, LOCATION AND DEB1 

The Claremont Polychemical I 

facility located in central 
Bethpage, Town of Oyster Ba: 
1). The facility is locatel 
industrial, commercial and 
Landfill, SUNY Agricultural 
and Bethpage State Park). T; 
ately 800 feet east of the r 

In 1985, Old Bethpage had a 
Oyster Bay had a population 
Current Population Report (' 
closest residences are appr 
side of the Old Bethpage La 
public supply well is locat 

BITE HISTORY AND ENFORCEMEN 

A chronological summary of 
Claremont Polychemical site 
occupies approximately 9.5 
one story, concrete buildin 
features include: treatment 
underground tanks, leaching 
wells. 

From 1968 until its closure 
manufactured inks and pigme 
flakes, and vinyl stabilize 
were organic solvents, resi 

Concern for contamination 
the Nassau County Departmen 
drums scattered throughout 
leaking. By September 1980 
sorted and either removed f 
some of the material was bu 
inspectors noted at the tim 
(spill area) was contaminat 
of accidental and/or incide 
subsequent removal action b 
excavated the upper ten fee 
five foot area. The excavat 
liner. Over the years, this 
an impermeable layer. Grou 
installed at the time (1980 
groundwater contamination d 

Claremont Polychemical and 
Estates and Winding Road Pr 

site is an abandoned production 
Long Island, in the community of Old 
., Nassau County, New York (see Figure 
, in an area comprised of light 
institutional properties (Old Bethpage 
and Technical College at Farmingdale, 
he Suffolk County line is approxim- 
Site. 

population of 5,881 persons and 
of 305,750 persons, according to the 
.S. Bureau of Census, 1987). The 
ximately half a mile away on the west 
df ill ("Landf ill") . The closest 
d 3,500 feet northwest of the Site. 

f ACTIVITIES 

ctivities associated with the 
is presented in Table 1. The Site 
cres on which a 35,000 square foot, 
is located (see Figure 2). Other 

basins, aboveground tanks, 
basins, dry wells, and water supply 

I in 1980, Claremont Polychemical ts for plastics, coated metallic 
s. The principal wastes generated 
s, and wash wastes (mineral spirits). 

ts affiliated companies (Winding Road 
perties) entered into receivership in 

as linked to a discovery in 1979 by 

e 

y 
t 

) 

of Health (NCDOH) of 2,000 to 3,000 
bhe Site, some uncovered and others 
n~ost of the drums were 
rom the Site or reused in the plant. 
rned in the plant's boiler. NCDOH 
that an area east of the building 

ed with organic solvents as a result 
ntal spills and discharges. A 
the property owners, in 1980, 
of a seventy-five foot by seventy- 

ed material was placed on a plastic 
liner has degraded and no longer is 
ndwater samples from a monitoring well 
indicated the presence of 

\rectly under the Site. 



1980. In 1983, Woodward-C1 

ccaducted a 
Associates 
owners. 

to questions by the 
five years two 

The Claremont Polychemical site was first proposed for inclusion 
on the National Priorities List (NPL) in October 1984 and was 
listed in June 1986. On December 4, 1987, EPA issued a special 
notice letter to Mr. Walter Neitlich (Claremont Polychemical 
Officer) requesting a good faith offer to undertake or finance 
the remedial investigation pnd feasibility study. No response 
was received from Mr. Neitlich or a company representative, so in 
March 1988 EPA obligated funds and started a comprehensive 
Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study (wRI/FSt') for the 
first operable unit. 

A preliminary evaluation by PA in July 1988 revealed the 
presence of hazardous waste eld in containers (e.g. drums) and 
other holding units (treatm t basins, aboveground tanks, and a 
sump). In September 1988, E performed work consisting of the 
overpacking and/or stabiliz ion of deteriorated containers and 
holding units. A second op able unit RI/FS (OU-11) dealing with 
the ultimate disposal of th above mentioned hazardous wastes was 
completed by EPA in July 19 . The Record of Decision for OU-11 
was issued in September 198 The selected remedy is currently 
being implemented and consi s of compatibility testing, 
bulking/consolidation, and eatment/disposal of the wastes at 
off-site, EPA-approved, tre ent facilities. 

BIGHLIGHTS OF COMMUNITY PAR XCIPATION + 
The RI/FS Reports, and the roposed Plan for remedial action were 
released for public comment on August 24, 1990. These documents 
were available to the publi in both the administrative record 
file and the information re ository maintained at the EPA docket 
room in Region 2 and at the Plainview-Old Bethpage Public 
Library. A press release a nouncing the availability of these 
documents was issued on Aug st 4, 1990. The public comment 
period set by EPA concluded on September 25, 1990. i 
During the public comment p riod EPA held a public meeting to 
present the RI/FS Report an the Proposed Plan, answer questions, 
and accept both oral and wr ten comments. The public meeting 
was held in the auditorium the Old Bethpage Village Restora- 
tion, Old Bethpage, New Yor on September 5, 1990. Comments 
received be EPA are address in the Responsiveness Summary 
(Appendix E) appended to th Record of Decision. This decision 
document presents the selec d remedial action for the Claremont 



Polychemical site, in Old Bt 
accordance with CERCLA, as r 
practicable, the National Cc 
for this site is based in tl 

SCOPE AND ROLE OF OPERAELE 1 

EFA divided the remedial wol 
Polychemical site into two ( 

unit addresses the overall i 
soil) and is the focus of tl 
operable unit contains the c 
determining the nature and ( 

development of remedial altc 

The second operable unit dei 
containers and holding unitr 
remove these wastes and trei 
This action, which includes 
building (e.g. drums) and tl 
units (e.g. treatment basin: 
ongoing. 

The overall objective of thc 
concentrations of contamina~ 
the Site to levels which arc 
environment. The remedy se: 
sources of contamination of 
achieve this objective throi 

o Soil Treatment. On-sii 
mobile organic contami~ 
of a long-term source I 

o Groundwater Treatment. 
contaminated groundwatc 
plume and, in time, wi: 
for the volatile organ: 

o Buildins Decontaminati~ 
materials from the bui: 
risk to human health a1 

o Removal and Treatment I 

and Associated Soils. 
these wastes will resu: 
human health and the el 
the wastes. It also w. 
potential long-term sol 

thpage, New York, chosen in 
mended by SARA and to the extent i ntingency Plan (tlNCPtt). The decision e administrative record. 

jk being conducted at the Claremont 
,perable units. The first operable 
site remediation (groundwater and 
>is document. The RI/FS for the first 
letailed information and data used in 
pxtent of the problem and the 
rnatives to address the problem. 

sls only with the wastes held in . In September 1989, EPA decided to 
st/dispose of the materials off-site. 
the containers found inside the 
e wastes contained inside the holding 
s, aboveground tanks), is currently 

.. - 
is to reduce the 

in various media and structures at 
of human health and the 
eliminate long-term 

roundwater and other media, and will 
h: 

te treatment of the soil to remove the 
nation will result in the elimination 
>f contamination of the groundwater. 

i Extraction and treatment of the will contain the migration of the 
1 achieve federal and state standards 
i contaminants. 

. Removal of all hazardous 
ing will eliminate any potential 
the environment. 

)f Underaround Tanks. Licruid Wastes, 
kemoval and off-site treatment of 
It in the elimination of the threat to 
nvironment from possible contact with 
itll result in the eradication of a 
upe of groundwater contamination. 



BUMCARY OF BITE CHARACTERIS~/ICB 

~amples for chemical c aracterization collected at the 
Claremont Polychemical site consisted of two types: surface 
s z i ' ? ~  and subsurface soils. Surface soil samples were obtained 
from the upper six inches o soil whereas subsurface soil samples 
were obtained from two foot intervals at various depths below 
sz.'c? ap to a depth of 82 f et beneath the Site. 

Surface Soil ~ 
Surface soil samples collecbed on-site were analyzed for metals. 
Soil sample results were conpared with typical background levels 
and are summarized in Table 2. Of the metals detected, only 
cadmium (33.1 ppm), copper (230 ppm), lead (327 ppm), magnesium 
(29,200 ppm), and zinc (3,2CO ppm) exceeded typical eastern U.S. 
soil background levels at a few of the surface soil sampling 
lz=~tiszs, primarily in the soils adjacent to the treatment 
basins (see Figure 3). The~e metals are most probably found in 
surface soil due to overflow from the treatment basins and 
current site use (i.e., vehicular traffic, storage of 
construction debris). 

Subsurface Soil ~ 
Volatile organic compounds etected in the subsurface soil 
samples included tetrachlor ethene (26,000 ppb), 1,2- 
dichloroethene (71 ppb), trichloroethene (17 ppb), acetone 
(14,000 ppb), toluene (82 p ) ,  2-butanone (3,300 ppb), xylenes 
(150 ppb) and 4-methyl-2-pe anone (360 ppb). In general, total 
volatile organic concentrations were greatest to the east of the 
process building in proximit to the former spill area at boring 
locations SB-19 and SB-21 which are shown in Figure 4 .  Overall, 
the volatile organic concent ations decrease rapidly with depth. 
A smmary of the results is resented in Table 3; t 
Several base/neutral acid extractable organic compounds (BNA) 
were detected within soil boring samples, a majority of which 
were polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH's) that are 
constituents of fuel, oil and grease. In addition, phthalates 
(270,000 ppb), benzoic acid (120 ppb), 2-chloronaphthalene 
(33,000 ppb) and pentachlorophenol (360 ppb) also were found in 
some samples. The greatest concentrations of the three most 
prevalent phthalates; bis(2-ethylhexy1)phthalate (BEHP) at 70,000 
ug/kg, di-n-butylphthalate at 3,900 ug/kg and butylbenzyphthalate 
at 8,200 ug/kg were found at 0-2 ft at SB-19 in the spill area. 

Relatively low levels of fiv pesticides, i.e., dieldrin (26 
ppb), heptachlor (18 ppb), D b T (88 ppb), DDD (180 ppb), and DDE 



(110 ppb) were detected, pr in the western and 
northern portions of the detected only at soil 
boring locations SB-02, 08, maximum concentration 
of 1,100 ppb. Surficial these areas appears to 
be the most likely source elevated PNAs, 
typically associated with at these 
locations. 

Metals detected in soil boring samples which exceeded typical 
eastern U.S. soil background levels included arsenic (35 ppm), 
cadmium (14.1 ppm), copper (152 ppm), lead (90.8 ppm), magnesium 
(29,100), and selenium (2.0 ppm). Selenium, lead and magnesium 
exceeded background at several locations, generally at the 0-4 
feet depth, but with no app rent spatial distribution. The 
elevated levels of these me als could be associated with the 
presence of fill material, vehicular emissions and surficial 
spills of fuel-related prodlcts. 

Volume of Contaminated soill 

Tetrachloroethene (PCE) is dentified as the only chemical of 
concern in soil due to the eaching of PCE from the soil to the 
underlying groundwater. Th estimated volume of contaminated 
soil that requires remediat on is based on the extent of PCE 
contamination in the soil. Soil-to-groundwater models have 
indicated the potential for PcE to contaminate the aquifer above 
potable water standards. I order to minimize the impact of the 
PCE on the groundwater and nhance the groundwater treatment 
remedy, the first two feet f soil in the spill area will be 
treated. Treatment to a de th of two feet will remove the 
significant contamination f om the soil, including the location 
where the highest level of ontamination, 26 ppm of PCE, was 
found. Based on soil borin information collected from the Site, 
this will reduce the averag PCE contamination in the soil to 
much less than 200 ppb. A 1,000 ft2 area of soil, generally 
located in the spill area, s shown in Figure 5, is identified as 
requiring remediation. The preliminary volume of contaminated 
soil from this area which quires remediation is estimated to be 
1,600 cubic yards. 

GROUNDWATER ~ 
Two rounds of groundwater s mpling were conducted, the first was 
conducted in April 1989 and the second in June 1989. The wells 
were distributed upgradient in the immediate vicinity, and 
downgradient of the Site in order to define the nature and extent 
of contamination originatin at the Site. In addition, three 
wells were located to the west of the Site to define the 
contaminant plume emanating from the Old Bethpage Landfill. 
Figure 6 shows the location of these wells and the approximate 
extent of the contaminated groundwater plume. The groundwater 
flow in the region was generally from the north-northwest to the 



,..o\mdwater samples were an lyzed for volatile organics, semi- 
:.ii.le organics, pesticid s and PCBs, inorganics and several 

='--@srd water quality para eters. A summary of the results is 
,-.;;aiteil in Table 4. i 
Tetrachloroethene had the g eatest spatial extent and highest --_ ,, ,c.x!xater concentrations f any contaminant found in site 
groundwater. Figure 7 show the maximum groundwater 
concentrations for tetrachl thene in all wells analyzed for 
during this investigation. e maximum detected concentration 
occurs near the property's ndary and the concentration 
gradually attenuates to the utheast. Maximum detected levels 
of tetrachloroethene (1,300 b), trans-1,2-dichloroethene (830 
ppb) , trichloroethene (260 ) ,  l,l,l-trichloroethane (100 ppb), 
ethylbenzene (160 ppb), ac e (540 ppb), benzene (60 ppb), 1,l- 
dichloroethane (17 ppb), m lene chloride (14 ppb), total 
"..l nrhS 

A - -  (40 ppb) and vinyl oride (7 ppb) were found which 
exceeded federal and/or N rk State Maximum Contaminant Levels 
("MCLs") . Maximum detect lues were generally found in the 
shallow portion of the a (0-45 ft). 

The frequency and levels of semivolatiles and pesticides detected 
were mrlch lower than those enerally found for volatile organics. 
The highest concentration f und was 92 ug/l for bis(2- 
ethylhexy1)phthalate (BEHP) however, this level was comparable to 
that found (88 ug/l) in an pgradient well. No PCBs were found. E 
Several metals were detecte in concentrations exceeding federal 
and state standards includi g arsenic (56.5 ppm), chromium (159 
ppm), lead (464 ppm) and ma ganese (3,130 ppm). However, of 
these metals chromium and 1 ad also occurred above MCLs in 
upgradient wells. 

The ambient air samples collected show low concentrations of 
volatile contaminants namely chloroform (0.07 ppb), 1,1,1- 
trichloroethane (0.7 ppb), oarbon tetrachloride (0.12 ppb), 
trichioroethene (1.14 ppb), tetrachloroethene (3.42 ppb), toluene 
(2.1 ppb), and styrene (0.37 ppb). However, these concentrations 
were generally comparable, and in several cases lower, than 
upwind concentrations (i.e., chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, 
1,1,1 trichloroethane, toluene and styrene). Table 5 presents a 
summary of the analytical results. 

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS 1 
1 

An underground tank farm codsisting of fourteen tanks was 



uncovered and sampled. Of the fourteen tanks, ten were made of 
steel and four were made of fiberglass. Eleven contained 
silfficient materials to obtain liquid and/or sludge samples. The 
amount of material contained in the tanks (approximately 16,000 
gallons) varied from a few inches to several feet deep. Samples 
were analyzed for one or more of the following parameters: TCL 
volatiles, semivolatiles, i-torganics and pesticide/PCB compounds, 
total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons (TRPH), corrosivity, 
flash point, reactive cyanide and reactive sulfide. 

In general, results show that the number of organic compounds 
detected in any given sample was usually less than three 
compounds with a maximum of eight compounds. The maximum number 
of water immiscible organic compounds was found in the eastern 
steel tank EST-04. The contents in three of the tanks were 
dominated by: 2-butanone (9b%) in western steel tank WST-03; 
toluene (2.6%) and xylenes (3.6%) in the water immiscible phase 
in eastern steel tank EST-04; and bis(2-ethylhexy1)phthalate 
(BEHP) (23%) in eastern steel tank EST-06. No pesticides or PCBs 
were detected in any tank investigation samples analyzed for 
these compounds. 

For most of the tanks, the was less than 40 mg/l. However, 
for western steel tank eastern steel tank EST-06, the 
levels were 1.4% 14.5% (145,000 mg/l), 

high levels of 2-butanone and 
results fell in the 
most of the tank 

and eastern 

3 0°C. 

Four organic compounds were found in the soil directly next to 
the tanks, however, three o them, tetrachloroethene, chloroform 
and di-n-butylphthalate, oc urred at trace levels (less than 26 
ppb). The fourth compound, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (BEHP), 
occurred at substantially h gher levels, in the range of 50 to 
3,000,000 ppb (i.e. up to 0 3%), in all samples. i 
BUILDING I 
Within the Claremont proces building, samples were collected to 
characterize any contaminat on associated with accumulated dust, 
standing water (in floor dr ins and previously operating 
condensers), and insulation materials. Results are summarized in 
Table 6. i 
Buildina Dust W i ~ e s  1 
Analysis of wipe samples ta en from floors and walls show the 
widespread presence of meta s within the building. Inorganics 



were detected at consistent y high concentrations - aluminum at 
1,636 ug/ft2 to 45,013 ug/f and copper from 142 ug/fta to 2,091 
ug/ft2. BNA and pesticide nalysis showed bis(2- 
ethyhexylphthalate as the rincipal contaminant at 
concentrations of 107 to 3, 00 ug/fta. i 
Condensers and Floor ~rain.1 

Water samples were collecte from two condensers and two floor 
drains within the building. A wipe sample was also taken from 
one condenser. All samples showed elevated levels of inorganics. 
Principal contaminants incl de copper (17.9 - 43,900 ug/l) and 
zinc (up to 12,200 ug/l in ater samples, and 77,653 ug/ft2 in 
the condenser). I 
Analyses of 17 samples of i sulating material collected from the 
pipes within the building s owed that 14 out of 17 samples had 
greater than 5% asbestos. sbestos concentrations in the 
building materials analyzed ranged from non detect to 25% 
asbestos. 

SUMMARY OF SITE RISKS 

EPA conducted an Endangerme t Assessment (EA) of the "no actionn 
alternative to evaluate the potential risks to human health and 
the environment associated ith the Claremont Polychemical site 
in its current state. The A focused on the contaminants in the 
air, building dust, soil, a d ground water which are likely to 
pose the most significant r sks to human health and the 
environment (indicator chem cals). The summary of "indicator 
chemicalsv4 in sampled matri es is listed in Table 7. i 
EPA1s EA identified several tential exposure pathways by which 
the public may be exposed t ontaminant releases at the Site. 
Potential pathways were dev ped based on current (residential, 
industrial) and future land e (residential, industrial) 
scenarios at the Site. Se 1 pathways (direct contact, 
inhalation and ingestion) evaluated for each scenario. 
Under the present land use gestion of ground water, inhalation 
of fugitive dust, and con ated air were considered complete 
exposure pathways. Groun er downgradient of the Site was 
used for present and futu f-site land use exposure scenarios, 
whereas site ground water used for on-site future land use 
scenario. Site air and s oncentrations, were used for both 
scenarios, as applicable. se pathways and the populations 
potentially affected are in Table 8. Potentially exposed 
populations include on-si d off-site residents, farm workers, 
and construction workers. o risks were calculated, 
corresponding to the aver nd maximum plausible case. 



Under current EPA guideline , the likelihood of carcinogenic 
(cancer causing) and non-ca cinogenic effects due to exposure to 
site chemicals are consider d separately. It was assumed that 
the toxic effects of the si e related chemicals would be 
additive. Thus, carcinogen c and non-carcinogenic risks 
associated with exposures t individual indicator compounds were 
summed to indicate the pote tial risks associated with mixtures 
of potential carcinogens an non-carcinogens, respectively. 

Non-carcinogenic risks were ssessed using a hazard index (HI) 
approach, based on a compar on of expected contaminant intakes 
and safe levels of intake ( ference Doses). Reference doses 
(RfDs) have been developed EPA for indicating the potential 
for adverse health effects. RfDs, which are expressed in units 
of mg/kg-day, are estimates f daily exposure levels for humans 
which are thought to be saf over a lifetime (including sensitive 
individuals). Estimated i kes of chemicals from environmental 
media (e.g., the amount of chemical ingested from contaminated 
drinking water) are compar ith the RfD to derive the hazard 
quotient for the contamina the particular media. The hazard 
index is obtained by addin hazard quotients for all .. - 
compounds across all media hazard index greater than 1 
indicates that potential e for non-carcinogenic health 
effects to occur as a resu site-related exposures. The HI 
provides a useful referenc nt for gauging the potential 
significance of multiple c inant exposures within a single 
medium or across media. ference doses for the indicator 
chemicals at the Claremon chemical site are presented in 
Table 9. 

The hazard indices for non- arcinogenic effects from the Site are 
listed in Table 10. All to a1 HIS listed under current and 
future off-site and on-site land uses are greater than 1, 
suggesting that non-cancer ffects may occur. f 

evaluated using the cancer 
potency factors EPA for the indicator compounds: 
Cancer potency been developed by EPAts 

Endeavor for estimating 
excess 

are expressed in 
intake of 

are presented in Table 11. 

For known or suspected carci ogens, the USEPA considers excess 
upper bound individual cancer risks of between lo4 to 



, -.P + ' -2 acceptable. This level indicates that an individual 
has not greater than a one n ten thousand to one in a million 
cnarice of developing cancer as a result of exposure to site - - ., - -Luns. I 

at the Site are listed in 

rscrdational areas of the Site ranged 
betdeen 1.88 x 10" future off-site land use 
conditions, ingestion of 
uniiicered a total risk varying 
between 1.2 were estimated for 
future range from 

was due to 
x lo4 to 

Uncertainties I 
The procedures and inputs u ed to assess risks in this 
evaluation, as in all such ssessments, are subject to a wide 
variety of uncertainties. n general, the main sources of 
uncertainty include: i 
- environmental chemistry s mpling and analysis - environmental parameter m asurement - fate and transport modeli g 
- exposure parameter estima ion - toxicological data i 
Uncertainty in 
potentially 
sampled. 

from several 
methods 

Uncertainties in the assessment are related to estimates 
of how often an actually come in contact with 
the chemicals of of time over which such 
exposure would used to estimate the 
concentrations at the point of 
exposure. 

Uncertainties in toxicologic 1 data occur in extrapolating both 
from animals to humans and f om high to low doses of exposure, as 



wall as from the difficulti s in assessing the toxicity of a 
mixture of chemicals. Thes uncertainties are addressed by 
making conservative assumpt ons concerning risk and exposure 
parameters throughout the a sessment. As a result, the EA 
provides upper bound estima es of the risks to populations near 
the Landfill, and is unlikely to underestimate actual 
risks related to the Site. 

More specific information c ncerning public health risks, 
including quantitative eval ation of the degree of risk 
associated with various exp sure pathways is presented in the RI 
Report. 

Actual or threatened releas s of hazardous substances from this 
site, if not addressed by i plementing the response action 
selected in this ROD, may p esent an imminent and substantial 
endangerment to public heal h, welfare, or the environment. i 
DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES ( 
Following a screening of re edial technologies in accordance with 
the NCP, ten remedial alter atives were developed for 
contaminated groundwater; f ve remedial alternatives were 
developed for treatment of oil; and two alternatives were 
developed to remediate the uilding and underground tank areas, 
respectively. i 
These alternatives were scr ened based on implementability, 
effectiveness, and cost. Th screening resulted in remedial 
alternatives upon which a d tailed analysis was performed. The 
remedial alternatives not r tained for a detailed evaluation 
were: capping (SC-2) ; and, roundwater alternatives which relayed 
solely on carbon adsorption (GW-4A and 4B) and carbon 
adsorption/enhanced activat d sludge treatment (GW-6A and 6B). 

Those alternatives consider d in detail are discussed below. The 
time to implement as used h rein means the time required for site 
preparation and for actual n-site construction, start-up 
activities and cleanup exce t for groundwater alternatives which 
do not include actual remed ation time. It includes the remedial 
design phase which typical1 takes 2-3 years to complete and 
starts from the signing of he ROD. The remedial alternatives 
are organized according to he media or specific structures which 
Wiey address: soil (SC), gr undwater (GW), building (BD) and 
underground tanks (T). 



I 
,.A crrnative 8C-1: No Purtb ler Action 

~ap~tal Cost: none 
o & M cost: $34,900 per yea 
?resent Worth Cost: $564,30 
Time to Implement: 1 month 

;he No Action alternative F 
comparison with other soil 
the contaminated soil is le 
long-term groundwater monit 
track the migration of cont 
groundvater. Existing moni 
monitoring. Five year revi 
need for further actions. 

alternative, 
without treatment. A 
would be implemented to 

be used for 
to assess the 

Roll-off containers and d n  
~e,.erdred during the remedj 
transported off-site for tx 
with state and federal regr 

Alternative SC-3: Excavati 
Clean Soil 

Capital cost: $5,000,000 
G h M Cost: none 
Present Worth Cost: $5,000, 
Time to Implement: 3.5 yea] 

Site preparation for the rc 
parking area, equipment st? 
facilities (e. g. off ices) z 
Site. An estimated total c 
be excavated. Excavation r 
cox?itions by spraying watc 
fugitive dust and volatile 
be stockpiled prior to trar 
The excavated soil would bc 
permitted incineration facj 
roll-off containers and dr~ 
investigation also would bc 
containers and transported 
the excavated soil. Clean 
excavated area. Site restc 
of topsoil and seeding. 

s containing soils and drilling mud 
1 investigation would have to be 
atment and disposal in accordance 

Incineratfon/Backfill with 

edial implementation would include a 
ing area and stockpile area. Support 
so would also be installed on the 
1,600 cubic yards (cy) of soil would 

r43uld be conducted under moistened 
P over the surface to minimize 
ontaminant emissions. The soil would 

~eportation to an off-site facility. 
r transported to an off-site, EPA- 
ility for treatment and disposal. The 
ms containing soil from the remedial 
: re-packed into the same type of 
:for off-site incineration along with 
oil would be used to backfill the 
ation would include the application 



Alternative SC-4: Excavati n/On-site Low Temperature Enhanced 
Volatilieation/On-Site Rede 

Capital Cost: $700,000 
0 E M Cost: none 
Present Worth Cost: $700,00 
Time to Implement: 3.5 year 

Site preparation and soil avation would be performed as in 
Alternative SC-3. An est ed 1,600 cy of contaminated soil 
would be treated in a mob enhanced volatilization (low 
temperature thermal extra n) unit brought on site. Low 
temperature thermal extra n consists of a feed system, thermal 
processor, afterburner, a crubber. The excavated contaminated 
soil is placed in the fee pper with a backhoe. The soil is 
then conveyed from the h to the thermal processor. Hot air 
from an air heater is in d into the thermal processors at a 
normal operating tempera of 260°C (500°F) which is well above 
the boiling points of mo latile organic compounds (VOCs). 
The volatilized compound moisture in the contaminated soil 
is then burned at 1,090°C 000°F) in an afterburner operated to 
ensure complete destructi A portion of the off-gas is 
recirculated as combusti r to minimize fuel usage. The 
off-gas is then treated e scrubber for particulate removal 
and acid gas adsorption. leaves the system at a 
temperature of less than 

The volatilized contaminant laden gas also can be treated by an 
activated carbon adsorption unit instead of an afterburner for 
PCE removal. A bag filter ould be used to remove particulates 
from the gas before it ente s the carbon adsorption unit. The 
treated soil would be free f volatile organics and would be 
stored for sampling and the used as backfill in the excavated 
areas. Site restoration wo id be performed as in Alternative 
SC-3. The roll-off contain rs and drums containing RI soil also 
would be treated with the e cavated soil. i 
Alternative SC-5: In-sit" bcuum Extraction 

Capital Cost: $385,600 
0 & M Cost: none 
Present Worth Cost: $385,60 
Time to Implement: 4 years 

Site preparation would be p rformed as in Alternative SC-3. 
However, the soil is left i place undisturbed, therefore no 
excavation would be require . This alternative involves the 
installation of vacuum extr ction wells over the contaminated 
soils. Each well would hav a maximum depth of 10 feet. The 
vacuum wells would be conne ted via a pipe system to a 
skid-mounted high volume va uum pump. The vacuum would pull air 



through the contaminated soils, within a radius of approximately 
20 feet from the wells, depending on soil composition and 
volatility of the contaminant. The air containing the stripped 
V o C s  from the soil would be fed through a condenser to recover 
the free product and moisture, and then through an emissions 
control system, i.e., a vapor phase carbon adsorption system. The 
condensed product would be drummed and transported to an off-site 
treatment and disposal facility (most likely an inciherator). 
The roll-offs and drums containing soil would also be treated 
on-site via this technology by using a one-pipe system within the 
drum connected to a vacuum pump. The treated soils would be used 
on-site for backfilling and regrading. 

GROUNDWATER I 
Alternative 0.-1: No Furth r Action I. 
Capital Cost: none 
0 & M Cost: $28,400 
Present Worth Cost: $464,40 
Time to Implement: 1 year 

This alternative includes the use of existing wells to conduct a 
long-term groundwater sampling program which would monitor the 
migration of contaminants of concern in the aquifer. A total of 
ten wells, including existi g upgradient, on-site and 
downgradient wells, would b utilized in order to sample the . 
groundwater from the shallo to deeper portions of the aquifer 
and to track contaminant mi ration off-site. Regular five-year 
reviews would be performed o assess the need for additional 
remedial actions. Under t s alternative, it would take 100 
years to achieve groundwat remediation. 

Alternative OW-2: Pumping/ retreatment/Air Stripping/Carbon 
Adsorption/Reinjection; ing at the Bite Boundary (0.2 mgd) 

Capital Cost: $214,800 
0 & M Cost: $378,700 
Present Worth Cost: $3,350, 00 
Time to Implement: 3 years I 
This alternative includes t e installation of three extraction 
wells downgradient of the S te in order to extract 0.2 million 
gallons per day (mgd) of gr undwater from the site contaminant 
plume. This groundwater wo Id be piped to the Old Bethpage 
Landfill groundwater treat nt system for treatment and disposal. 
The Landfill groundwater t atment system is currently under 
construction and scheduled o be completed in 1991. The 0.2 mgd 
is the maximum allowable i ut from the Claremont site to the 
Landfill pump and treatmen system due to design limitations of 
the Landfill system. The eated effluent would be reinjected 
into the aquifer through a echarge basin being constructed as 



basin being constructed of the Landfill system. This 
flow rate is below the pumping rate of 1.9 mgd 
estimated for removal 
plume. (The original of contaminated 
groundwater to be the current 
estimate.) In system is only 
planned to time estimated for 
remediation 
Long-term 
wells 

treatment system. 

Alternative OW-3A: Stripping/Carbon 
Adsorption/Reinjection: Edge of the Plume 
(1.9 mgd) 

Capital Cost: $4,044,700 
0 & M Cost: $1,622,900 
Present Worth Cost: $28,97 .- - 
Time to Implement: 3 years 

In this alternative, three extraction wells would be installed 
downgradient of the site o the Bethpage State Park property in 
order to capture the entir site contaminant plume. 
Approximately 1.9 mgd woul be pumped to an on-site treatment 
facility. The treated gro ndwater would be pumped to a discharge 
system for reinjection to he aquifer via three reinjection 
wells. The siting of the xtraction wells would be completed 
during the design phase ba ed on technical criteria. 

Two air strippers in followed by liquid phase carbon 
adsorption would be lower the levels of organic 
contamination below groundwater standards. 
Approximately 95 to of the volatile organics would be 
removed by air stripped groundwater would be 

carbon adsorber for removal of 
The volatile 

would be adsorbed on a 
to meet air quality 

The groundwater treatment 
processes: pretreatment to 
arsenic, and thallium) and 
adsorption system to remove 
The pretreatment system would 
the metal concentrations in 
New York State Groundwater 
would consist of a metals 
pressure filter. The resulting 
treatment and disposal. 

$acility would consist of two major 
remove metals (iron, manganese, 
air strippers followed by a carbon 
volatile and semivolatile organics. 
be designed to effectively reduce , 

the groundwater below the federal and 
Standards. This pretreatment system 
precipitation system and dual media 

sludge would require off-site 



-* -  .+--A" . Spent carbon would be removed for off-site 
regeneration or incineratioq, thus destroying all organic 
LL~I-ainants. Two treatment trains (parallel systems for 
-. - . -,.lr the groundwater) rated at 660 gallons per minute (gpm) 

:xld be required. 

Fnvironmental monitoring woqld be required during the life of the 
& .  ,,&a',ment plant operation (i.e., 30 years). Air emissions would 
be inonitored to confirm compliance with the air discharge limit. 
Gromdwater samples would be( taken every six months to monitor 
gr"uri2dater contamination mqgration and the effectiveness of 
remediation. Under this aluernative it is estimated to take 62 
years to achieve remediation,of the groundwater plume. 

Alternative GW-3~: Pumping/iPretreatment/Air Stripping/Carbon 
Adsorption/Reinjection; Pumding at the Site Boundary and 
Downgradient (1.0 mgd) 

Capital Cost: $4,936,000 
o & M cost: $1,100,400 (firati.tpn years) 

$701,900 (next six years) 
Present Worth Cost: $15,620,400 
Time to Implement: 3 years 

In this Alternative, two exqraction wells would be installed at 
the boundary of the Site to capture the most contaminated 
groundwater. Additional exqraction wells would be located 
downgradient from the Site 40 capture the off-site migrating 
plume. Sufficient information exists at this time to locate the 
on-site wells which would p mp the concentrated contaminant plume 
for treatment, however addi 2' ional information would be required 
before the downgradient extaqction wells could be sited. These 
information needs include iqformation regarding the actual extent 
of the downgradient plume, qs well as potential impacts the Old 
Bethpage Landfill may have qn this plume once it begins 
operation. Additional sampling would be conducted to obtain this 
information. For these readons it is likely that the on-site 
extraction wells would be idstalled (0-2 years) prior to the off- 
site and downgradient wells. 

During the first phase extrqction wells would be installed at the 
site boundary, requiring two treatment trains each rated at 250 
gpd to treat the concentrat4d groundwater plume. During the 
second phase the downgradiedt groundwater plume would be 
extracted, requiring the inqtallation of two additional treatment 
trains also rated at 250 gpd: The treatment trains would be 
located on-site and operated in parallel. The extracted 
groundwater would be treated as in Alternative 3A. The on-site 
and off-site extraction wel4s would treat 1 mgd for approximately 
10 years. After 10 years it is anticipated that the downgradient 



plume would be significant1 treated. Thereafter, on-site 
extraction and treatment of 0.5 mgd would continue for 
aproximately six additional years. Y 
Implementing this remedy in two phases would provide increased 
overall efficiency and flex bility. This optimized extraction 
and treatment system design would be better able to address the 
remediation of the Claremon site plume. : 
Alternative OW-5A: Pumping Pretreatment/W-Chemical 
Oxidation/Reinjection; Pump ng at tha Laading Edge of the Plume 
(1.9 mgd) 1 I 
Capital Cost: $4,088,900 
0 & M Cost: $1,108,000 
Present Worth Cost: $21,121,100 
Time to Implement: 3 years 

This remedial alternative i .similar to Alternative GW-3A except 
that a chemical oxidation p ocess rather than air 
stripping/adsorption proces would be used to remove the volatile 
and semivolatile organics i? the groundwater. An ultraviolet 
light-hydrogen peroxide oxi3ation system is selected as the 
representative process to treat the contaminated groundwater. 
This oxidation system would employ a combination of hydrogen 
peroxide (H202) and ultraviolet (W) light to chemically oxidize 
the organic contaminants in the groundwater to carbon dioxide, 
water and chlorides. Multi?le units would be required. The 
treated groundwater would have organic concentrations below state 
and federal standards. The time necessary to achieve remediation 
would be 62 years. . 

I 
Alternative OW-5B: Pretreatment/W-Chemical 

ng at the Site Boundary and 

Capital cost: $4,069,800 
0 & M Cost: $1,008,600 (fir t ten years) 

$656,000 (next 
Present Worth Cost: $13,902 
Time to Implement: 3 years 

Groundwater reatment, and reinjection would be 
accomplished as in GW-3B. The W-H,O, system would 
operate as in except that smaller treatment 
units would be necessary to achieve groundwater 
remediation 



BTJILDING 

..--duativo ED-1: No Furt er Action bi 
,apical Cost: $8,800 
0 & ?n: Cost: $2,100 per yea 
?resent Worth Cost: $41,10 
Time to Implement: 1 month 

Tilt= 60 Action alternative the baseline against which 
other alternatives can be 
the contaminated dust, 
water in floor drains in the building. The 
only additional to completely seal 
the building ceiling. 

would be 

Alternative ED-2: ~uildinj Decontamination 

Capital Cost: $186,200 I 

0 & M Cost: none I 
Present Worth Cost: 
Time to Implement: 6 month 

The inside contaminated faces of the building (i.e., walls, 
decontaminated using dusting, 

In addition three dust 
The collected dust 

would be EPA-permitted treatment and 
water in the floor drains 
and disposed of off-site. 

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS ~ 
Alternative T-1: NO Furtb r Action i ' 
Capital Cost: $2,600 
0 & M Cost: $2,200 per yea 

i 
Present Worth Cost: $64.301 
Time to Implement: 1 month 1 
Under this alternative the underground tanks and contents would 
be left in place. The lar e amounts of hazardous materials 
contained in the tanks wou d continue to constitute a potential 
source of soil and groundw ter contamination. A monitoring 
program using the existing monitoring wells would be established 
to detect the movement of 1 hese compounds into the groundwater. 
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Alternative T-2: Removal off-Bite Treatment/Disposal 

Capital Cost: $336,300 
0 & M Cost: none 

~ 
Present Worth Cost: $336,300 
Time to Implement: 6 months 

This alternative entails ex avation of overburden soils, pumping 
of tank contents, tank clea ing, removal of tanks and associated 
equipment, off-site disposa /treatment of tanks, equipment and 
liquid waste, and backfilli g with clean soil. A portion of the 
wastes (tank content) could be reused if practical. i 
The underground tanks and associated piping would be drained and 
cleaned of any residual sludge. Tanks would be hoisted and 
subsequently loaded on trucks and hauled off-site for disposal. 
Other components of the tank farm, such as pumps, concrete pads, 
and the pumphouse, would be demolished and transported off-site 
for disposal. At the disposal facility, the steel tanks would be 
retested for hazardous waste contents. Nonhazardous tanks would 
either be sold for scrap or landfilled, depending on the extent 
to which they could be decontaminated. Hazardous tanks and tank 
contents would be disposed or at an off-site EPA-approved 
hazardous waste treatment and disposal facility. 

Contaminated soils discove during tank excavation would be 
stockpiled in roll-off co ners and subsequently transported to 
an off-site EPA-permitted atment and disposal facility. 
Alternately, the contamin soils could be treated on-site 
using the low temperature m a 1  treatment unit. After 
treatment, the soils woul longer be deemed to contain listed 
RCRA hazardous constituen ause the soils would be treated to 
below health-based levels ould be treated in accordance with 
the treatment standards r d by RCRA Land Disposal 
Restrictions (LDRs). Bec he soils would no longer contain 
any listed RCRA hazardous ituents above health-based levels, 
they would not be subject gulation under Subtitle C of RCRA 
and may be used to backfi excavated areas on-site. 

Sampling of the soils ying the tank farm would be conducted 
as part of this to further delineate the nature and 
extent of soil uithin this area and to assess 
effectiveness of the remedy 

A description of the remedi 1 alternatives retained and evaluated 
in detail is provided below. a 
EPA has developed nine crit in "The Feasibility Study: 
Detailed Analysis of Remedi Alternatives'' (OSWER 
Directive 9355.3-01) to eva alternatives to ensure 



all important consideration are factored into remedy selection 
decisions. The major objec ive of this section is to evaluate 
the relative performance of the alternatives with respect to the 
criteria so that the advant ges and disadvantages associated with 
each cleanup option are cle rly understood. i 
The evaluation criteria are ribted and explained below. I 

refers to the ability 
ction of human health 
eanup goals have been 
and effectiveness of 

risk posed 

lmplOY1O educt n of  to^^^^^^,^^^^^^^^, or volume through treatment 
is the anticipated per ormance of the treatment 
technologies, with res ct to these parameters, a remedy may 

addresses the period of time needed 
any adverse impacts on human 
that may be posed during the 

periods until cleanup goals 
are achieved. 

Im~lementabilitv is th 
feasibility of a remed the availability of 
materials and services a particular 
option. 

&& includes estimate capital and operation and 
maintenance costs, and net present worth costs. t 
State acce~tancq whether, based on its review of 
the RI/FS and the State concurs with, 
opposes, or the selected remedy at the 
present time. 

4 



o Communitv acce~tance r fers to the public's general response 
to the alternatives de cribed in the Proposed Plan and the 
RI/FS reports. 

ANALYSIS 

I 
Comparison Among Boil (SC) lternatives I 

o Werall Protection of an Health and the Environment 

Alternative SC-1 does not meet the remedial objectives, thus it 
is not protective of human health and the environment. As a 
result of this alternative, the groundwater would continue to be 
contaminated directly or iniirectly by the soil (groundwater 
percolating through soil into the groundwater) for some unknown 
period. Alternatives SC-3, SC-4 and to some extent SC-5 would 
meet the remedial objective of protecting the groundwater from 
the soil source by achieving the cleanup levels in soils. 
Therefore, alternatives SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 (to a lesser extent) 
are protective of human health and the environment. 

.. - 
o Com~liance with 

All technologies proposed for Use in Alternative SC-3 through 
SC-5 would be designed and implemented to satisfy all ARARs. 
federal and state regulatio~s dealing with the handling and 
transportation of hazardous wastes to a fully EPA-approved off- 
site treatment facility would be followed. Under Alternative SC- 
4, treated soils would not longer constitute a potential source 
of groundwater contaminatio? and could therefore, be redeposited 
on-site in compliance with all RCRA standards. 

0 ICona-Term ~ffectivenesL and Permanence 

Alternative SC-1 would only monitor the migration of the 
contaminants and would not rovide treatment or containment. 
Therefore, it would not pro ide effective or permanent long-term 
protection of groundwater a the Site. e 
Alternatives SC-3, SC-4 have similar abilities to 
mitigate the risks and treatment of site 
contaminants to levels. Alternatives 
SC-3 and SC-4 

of the 



?:*-r-ative SC-1 would prov de a very slow and gradual reduction 
4 . .  2 .,.... " :.,ity through rainfal percolation, but there would be no 
treatment to reduce the mob lity, toxicity or volume of 
contamination in a reasonab e timeframe. It would provide no 
reduction in contaminant mo ility or volume. i 
Altbrnatives SC-3, SC-4, an 'SC-5 are similar in that each would 
result in significant reduc and 
volume of the treated mater 
toxicity would be reduced destruction of contaminants 
in Alternatives SC-3 and off-site treatment of the 
condensed organic product SC-3 would 
provide the greatest of the 
contaminants followed 

0 Short-Term ~ffectivenebs 

The implementation of ive SC-1 would not result in 
additional risk to the c ty during implementation, since no 
action would be taken. A tives SC-3, SC-4, and SC-5 include 
activities such as cont d soil excavation and off-site 
transport or on-site tr that could potentially expose 
residents to volatilize minants and contaminated dust. 
Engineering controls an measures (e.g. restricting access 
to the Site to authoriz onnel only) would effectively 
eliminate any significa ct these activities would have on 
nearby residents. Alte SC-5 includes in-situ treatment of 
contaminated soils, so e risks to residents from 
excavation is much less oncern for this alternative than 
SC-3 and SC-4. Under a ives SC-4 and SC-5, proper air 
emission control units e installed to minimize the 
potential for public he osures because of low-level 
emissions from the on-s tment units. 

Alternative SC-1 would resu t in a lower overall risks to workers 
than other alternatives, sirde4'subsurface soil is not disturbed. 
Alternatives SC-4 and SC-5 provide treatment on-site, thereby 
reducing potential risks to residents along transportation 
routes. Alternatives SC-3, SC-4, and SC-5 would present a 
potential for worker exposure to volatilized contaminants during 
waste excavation and/or handling. To minimize and/or prevent 
such exposures, use of perscnal protection equipment would be 
necessary. 

SC-1 would be implemented i approximately one month. 
Alternatives SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 would be implemented in about 
3.5, 3.5 and 4 years, respe 



lementability 0 Trn~ 

Components of Alternatives 
utilize relatively common c 
Little construction difficu 
the alternatives. However, 
to implement. 

The technologies proposed f 
and reliable in achieving t 
performance goals. Low tern 
volatilization and in-situ 
successfully tested at othe 
a greater degree of uncerta 
cleanup levels using in-sit 
technology only has been ut 
at similar contaminant conc 

The total present worth cos 
range from $385,600 (in-sit 
(off-site treatment and dis 
uses a 5% discount rate, an 
case of SC-1. All other so 
require any operation and x 
worth for these alternative 
same as the capital cost. 
Alternative SC-3 at a fract 
$5,000,000). Although Alte 
expensive than SC-3 and SC- 
of protection. 

NYSDEC concurred with the s 

o Communitv Acce~tance 

The community have expresse 
for the remediation of the 

Comparison of the Groundwat 

o Overall Protection of 

The no-action alternative w 
environment. Existing cont 
the aquifer and migrate off 

-1, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 would 
struction equipment and materials. 
y would be encountered with any cf 
lternative SC-1 would be the easiest 

use in the alternatives are proven 
specified process efficiencies and 

rature thermal enhanced 
cuum extraction have been 
Superfund sites. However, there is 
ty regarding the achieving of 
vacuum extraction, since this 
ized on a limited full-scale basis 
tration levels. 

'for the alternatives evaluated 
vacuum extraction) to $5,000,000 
~sal). The present worth calculation 
a 30-year operational period in the 
ce control alternatives would not 
ntenance cost. Therefore, present 
(SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5) would be the 
:-4 provides the same protection as 
In of the cost ($700,000 versus 
~ative SC-5 is significantly less 
it may not provide the same level 

ection of Alternative SC-4. 

support for the alternative selected 
lils. 

(OW) Alternatives 

[man Health and the Environment 

~ld not protect human health and the 
 ina at ion would continue to degrade 
Ate. 



~lternative GW-2 would not nsure protection of the health of 
Z L ~ u r e  users of the aquifer would it improve the overall 

'L ty  of the aquifer or p the continued migration of 
~-.~~+.aaination. 

Each of the alternatives GW 3A, GW-3B, GW-5A and GW-5B would be 
s!gnificantly more protecti e than GW-1 or GW-2, since they would 
reduce the toxicity, mobili y, and volume of contaminants in the 
aqifers. Each treatment a ternative considered would equally 
y rc tec t  human health and th environment: however, the amount of 
tlme required to achieve th ARARs varies greatly among i alternatives. 

l 
o Com~liance with AF@& 

Alternatives GW-1 result in contaminant 
concentrations remaining ARARs (for drinking water or 
protection of the resources) for a long period of 
time (estimated at 

Alternatives GW-3A, GW-3B, -5A and GW-5B would be designed to 
achieve all drinking water andards as well as those required 
for groundwater protection the treated water stream which is 
to be reinjected. Each of eae alternatives would be capable of 
providing the required cont inant removal levels. Because 
experience with W-chemica stems is limited, its effectiveness 
is slightly less certain onsidered achievable. Each of the 
alternatives would comply federal and state air emission 
standards as well as regul ns for the handling and disposal of 
the generated wastes (e.g. nt carbon). 

0 bow-Term ~ffectivenesk and Permanence 

Alternative GW-1 does not ovide treatment but would attempt to 
restrict usage of ed groundwater. Alternative GW-2 

but would not restore the 
beneficial future use. 

Alternatives GW-3A, GW-3B, -5A, and GW-5B all reduce the 
potential risks associated th groundwater ingestion by 
extracting, treating, and r harging the treated groundwater to 
remove contaminants from th aquifer. The time required to 
achieve these risk reducti depends on the effective extraction 
rates from the aquifer and itations on extraction system 
placenent due to the large a of the contaminant plume. 
Long-term effectiveness of system is dependent on monitoring 
and maintenance of the tre 

Alternatives GW-1 and GW-2 ould take approximately 100 years to 
achieve the remedial obfectives. Alternatives GW-3A and 
5A would the remedial action objectives in 



6 2  years, whereas GW-3B and 5B would achieve the remedial action 
objectives in approximately 16 years. 

Proper air measures would be established under 
to offset potential risks from the 

air r pollution control measures are 
tives GW-5B and 5A. Alternatives 

GW-3A and GW-3B disposal of more spent carbon than 
GW-5A and GW-5B, I? adsorption is used. 

duction in Toxicitv.l . . o pe Mobilitv. or Volume 

Alternative GW-1 would very slowly and gradually reduce the 
toxicity of contaminants through dilution but there would be no 
treatment to reduce toxicity, mobility or volume. Alternative 
GW-2 would reduce the toxic:.ty and volume of contaminants more 
rapidly than GW-1. Neither Alternative GW-1 nor GW-2 would 
permanently reduce the mobility of the contaminants. For 
alternative GW-2, the off-s:.te portion of the contaminated 
groundwater plume would continue to migrate downgradient, and 
reduction of toxicity, mobi:.ity and volume would be achieved only 
by natural attenuation. 

Alternatives GW-3A, GW-3B, and GW-5B would reduce the 
toxicity, mobility, and vol contaminants in the aquifers to 
a greater extent than GW-1 Alternatives GW-3B and 5B 
would reduce the to a greater 
extent and at a alternatives. 
Alternatives GW-3A and GW-3 air stripping and carbon 
adsorption to remove the while GW-5A and GW-5B 
would oxidize most of the 

o Short-Term ~ffectivene$s,; 

Implementation of Alternati GW-1 would result in no additional 
risk to the community remedial activities, since no 
treatment would occur. GW-2 could present additional 
risks to the community the installation of the 
extraction wells and of contaminated 
groundwater. GW-5B include 
excavation 
reinjection 
could 

Alternative GW-1 would resul in no additional risk to workers, 
and GW-2 would result in a lower overall worker risk than other 
alternatives because of the limited soil disturbance activities. f 



Personal protection equipm would be used under alternatives 
GW-3A, GW-3B, GW-5A and GW to minimize the worker's potential 
exposure to volatilized co during installation of the 
collection, treatment, and 

GW-1 would be implemented approximately one year. Each of the 
remaining alternatives wou be implemented in about 3 years. 

Alternative GW-1 would be implemented. Alternative GW-2 
to maintain and operate 

the Old Bethpage 

of the alternatives. 

The air stripping and carbo adsorption technologies proposed for 
use in Alternatives GW-3A a d GW-3B are proven and reliable in 
achieving specified process efficiencies and performance goals. 
While there has been limite experience with W-chemical 
oxidation, it has been suc essful in several groundwater 
treatment facilities. i 
All proposed technologies a e readily available from a number of 
sources, with the exception of W-chemical oxidation. 

Alternatives GW-3A, GW-3B, W-5A, and GW-5B would require 
institutional management of the operation and maintenance of the 
treated groundwater reinjec ion systems. Siting the treatment 
facility would not present ny problems as there is enough space 
available on-site. Locatio of associated off-site facilities 
(e.g. piping, pumps, extrac ion wells and reinjection wells) 
would be more complex as bo h technical and land use factors 
would be considered. I 

I 

Off-site disposal facilitie are available for the disposal of 
the pretreatment sludge and spent carbon generated from 
Alternatives GW-3A, GW-3B, W-5A and GW-5B. I 
The present worth costs of 11 GW alternatives ranged from 
$464,400 (GW-1) to $28,987, 00 (GW-3A). Alternative GW-1 would 
be least expensive followed by GW-2, GW-5B, GW-3B, GW-5A and 
GW-3A. Of the alternatives providing complete remediation of the 
groundwater contamination, lternative GW-3B provides the lowest 
present worth cost, $15,620 400. i 



o State Acce~tance I 
NYSDEC concurs with the se ection of Alternative GW-3A for 
groundwater treatment. 

o Communitv Acce~tanc- 

The community have express support for the alternative selected 
for the remediation of the 

Comparieon of  Building Alt rnafivee (BD) i - 
In Alternative BD-1, hazard us material would be left in the 
building. Human health and the environment remain protected only 
as long as building could be effectively enforced and 
building integrity d. Alternative BD-2 would remove all 
hazardous material building, so it would be fully 
protective of human nd the environment. In addition, 
Alternative BD-2 future reuse of the building. 

o Com~liance with ARARs 

Alternative BD-1 would not ontravene any ARARs, since no action 
Would be taken. Alternativ ED-2 would comply with the ARARs 
including RCRA land disposa restrictions as well as those 
regulations related to the ransport of the wastes to an off- 
site facility. The off-sit treatment facility would be fully 
EPA-permitted and therefore applicable regulations. 

0 Mna-Term ~ffectivenesk and Permanence 

Alternative BD-1 would not lter conditions within the building; 
hazardous materials would ain in the building. Public 
protection would rely on m taining building security which 
might be difficult to enfo . The building could not be used 
for any purpose. Alternat BD-2 would remove all hazardous 
materials from the buildin or off-site treatment and disposal 
so that long-term exposure ks from the building would be 
eliminated. Painting and ing the building (Alternative BD-2) 
would provide additional p ction and would allow for 
unrestricted use of the bu ng in the future. 

o Reduction in Toxicity, ~obilitv or Volume 

Alternative BD-1 would no reduction in toxicity or volume 
of contaminants; an issue since the building is 
self-contained. would provide for complete 
reduction in since all contaminated material 
would be 



k,r~uentation of BD-1 woul result in no additional risks to the 
,-.. , ~ r y  or the enviro as long as building security and 
~fica~rity could be maintai . Alternative BD-2 involves removal 
ind transport of the cont ants from the building, so there 
would be some minimal pub exposure risks as well as 
environmental impacts fr tential waste spills resulting from 
possible transport accid during remedial activities. Worker 
exposure risks would be ized through the use of personal 
protection equipment. e m  maintenance would continue 
hdef initely for Altern BD-1. Building decontamination, 
Alternative BD-2, could complished in approximately 3 
montns . l 

Bcth alternatives are readil 
major construction activitie 
&concamination are technic: 
Alternative BD-1 would requj 
long-term building maintenar 
would not require any long-t 

The present worth costs for 
$41,100 and $186,200, respec 

o State Acce~tance 

NYSDEC concurs with the prel 

o Communitv Acce~tance 

The community have expressec 
for the remediation of the i 

Comparison of the Undergrour 

o Overall Protection of I 

Alternative T-1 would not pl 
environment as the threat oi 
would not be reduced. The E 
tanks and their contents frc 
reduce the potential human t 
associated with potential 16 
the soil and groundwater. 

kmplementable; neither involves any . Methods and services for building 
ly feasible and readily available. 
e institutional management i.e., a 
e program, whereas Alternative BD-2 
rm management. 

lternatives BD-1 and BD-2 are 
ively . 

rred building alternative selected. 

support for the alternative selected 
ilding. 

Tank (T) Alternatives 

man Health and the Environment 

tect human health and the 
soil and groundwater contamination 
cavation and removal of contaminated 
the Site (T-2) would significantly 
&th and environmental risks 
king of contaminants from tanks into 



o Com~liance With ARARs 

Alternative T-1 would not j? ilitate compliance with groundwater 
ARARs, as a continual sourc 3 of contamination would not be 
removed. The disposal of bhe underground tanks (T-2) would 
eliminate the source of c tamination and would satisfy state and 
federal ARARs. The tanks astes would be removed, transported, 
and disposed of in accord ce with all regulations. Contaminated 
soils would be disposed o in accordance with all applicable 
state and federal ARARs. Soils would be transported to an off- 
site EPA-permitted treatmeqt and disposal facility; or in the 
alternative, the soils could be treated on-site using the low 
temperature thermal treatment unit. After treatment, the soils 
would not longer be deemed to contain listed RCRA hazardous 
constituents because it would be treated to below health-based 
levels and would be treate in accordance with the treatment 
standards required by RCRA Land Disposal Restrictions. 

o &ma-Term ~ffectiveneds and Permanence 
I -. 

Under Alternative T-1, the tanks and their associated hazardous 
wastes would remain as a po ential source of soil and groundwater 
contamination. Alternative T-2, excavation and removal of the 
underground storage tanks, a*. debris, and highly contaminated 
soil from the Site, would r duce the potential human health and 
environmental risks associa ed with the tanks' potential for 
leaking contaminants into t e soil and groundwater in the future. i 
0 Beduction of Toxicitv.1 Hobilitv or Volume 

No significant reduction of toxicity, mobility or volume would 
result from the implementat'on of the no-action alternative. 
Alternative T-2, excavation and off-site treatment, would result 
in a permanent reduction of toxicity, mobility and volume. The 
wastes would be completely emoved and either destroyed at the 
treatment facility or reuse if practical. I 
Alternative T-1 would resul in no additional risk to the 
community during implementa 

The potential public health threats to workers and area residents 
associated with the impleme~tation of Alternative T-2 include: 
direct contact of workers with tank contents and potentially 
contaminated soils; inhalat on of fugitive dust, organic vapors, 
and emissions generated dur ng construction and excavation 
activities: and improper ha dling of soil and hazardous liquids. 
Several steps would be take to minimize these threats including: 
Site access would be restri ted to authorized personnel only; 
and, dust control measures uch as wind screens and water sprays 



~ u l d  be used to minimize f gitive dust emissions. u 
Tkn risk to workers during xcavation would be minimized by the 
3 7 c n  m f  adequate personal pr tection equipment to prevent direct 
 ont tact with potentially co taminated soil, liquids, and 
Ir4nalation of fugitive dust and volatile organic compounds. 

Other potential short-term acts contemplated as part 0f.T-2 
would be an increase in tra c and noise pollution resulting 
from hauling soils (as nece ry), hazardous liquids, and tanks 
to an off-site treatment fa ity, as well as the traffic 
associated with transportin ew soil for backfill to the Site. 
Transportation of excavated zardous liquids might introduce 
sh-rt-term risks with the p ibility of spillage along the 
transport route and potenti exposure of the public to hazardous 
material. A spill continge plan would be developed to address 
and minimize the likelihood d potential impact of this 
occurrence. The actual rem ation period for this alternative 
is estimated to be 8 weeks. 

b 
Alternative T-1 is easily iiplementable, since no action would be 
taken. All the components cmf Alternative T-2 are well developed 
and commercially available. The contained tanks and related 
wastes would have to undergc a series of analyses prior 
to acceptance for treatment at the EPA-permitted off-site 
facility. Sufficient land is available at the Site for 
mobilization and temporary storage of the excavated soil and 
materials awaiting pre-transport decontamination. Excavation, 
treatment tank decommissioning, transportation to an off-site 
treatment facility, solid ar.d liquid waste disposal, and 
restoration of the Site can be performed without any major 
difficulties. 

The total present worth cos oi Alterhative T-1 is $64,300. The 
total present worth cost of Alternative T-2, which represents the 
estimated construction cost for the eight week remediation 
program, is estimated at $3 6,300. Operation and maintenance 
costs have not been include in the cost estimate since the 
duration of the remediation is less than one year. 

o State Acce~tance I 
NYSDEC concurs with the sel ction of underground tank alternative 
T-2. 1 
The community has expressed support for the alternative selected 



for the remediation of the 

SELECTED REMEDY 

The preferred alternative w 
through a combination of so 
temperature enhanced volati 
2 (tank removal and off-sit 
of the groundwater (GW-3B), 

The preferred alternative a 
quickly and at substantial1 
Therefore, the preferred a1 
balance of trade-offs among 
evaluating criteria. Based 
time, EPA and the NYSDEC be 
will be protective of human 
comply with ARARs, will be 
permanent solutions and alt 
resource recovery technolog 
The remedy also will meet t 
treatment as a principal el 

STATUTORY DETERMINATIONS 

1. Protection of Human Heal 

The selected remedy is cons 
health and the environment. 
soils through the low tempe 
will remove the organic con 
combined with the removal o 
result in the elimination o 
groundwater contamination. 
contaminated groundwater us 
adsorption will provide exc 
and the environment. Decon 
that public health is prote 

2. Com~liance with ARARs 

The soil portion of the rem 
treatment of the contaminat 
specific ARARts. Contamina 
based levels. Since the tr 
a source of groundwater con 
on-site in compliance with 
portion of the selected rem 
of the contaminant plume) w 
including NY Groundwater Qu 
Contaminant Levels. 

bderground tanks. 

.1 achieve substantial risk reduction 
:ce control alternatives SC-4 (low 
.zation of soil contaminants) and T- 
treatment), with active restoration 
md building decontamination (BD-2). 

lieves this risk reduction more 
less cost than the other options. 
rnative will provide the best 
~lternatives with respect to the 
>n the information available at this 
ieve that the preferred alternative 
iealth and the environment, will 
,st effective, and will utilize 
rnative treatment technologies or 
zs to the maximum extent practicable. 
2 statutory preference for the use of 
nent . 

1 and the Environment 

lered fully protective of human 

i he treatment of the contaminated ure enhanced volatilization process 
iminants from the soil. When 
the underground tanks, it will 
both long-term sources of 
Che extraction and treatment of the 
Isair stripping and carbon 
Llent protection of both human health 
mination of the building will ensure 
zed. 

ly (SC-4: excavation and on-site 
I soils) will comply with all action- 
zd soils will be treated to health- 
%ted soils no longer will constitute 
imination, they will be redeposited 
11 RCRA standards. The groundwater 
iy (GW-3B: extraction and treatment 
11 comply with all related ARARs 
Lity Standards and Federal Maximum 



The building decontaminat 2) and underground tank removal 
(T-2) will comply with Is. The off-site treatment 
facility will be fully R itted and, therefore, will meet 
all applicable regulatio tes will be treated using 
specific technologies o c treatment levels. The remedy 
will comply with regula luding RCRA Standards Applicable 
to Owners and Operators acilities, RCRA Standards 
Applicable to Transpor dous Wastes, NY Air Quality 
Standards, NY Hazardou nifest System Rules, and NY 
Hazardous Waste Treatm e and Disposal Facility 
Permitting Requirements. 

A summary of ARARs associa ed with the selected remedy is 
presented in Table 13. 

3. cost Effectiveness i 
The selected remedy is cost1 effective in that it provides overall 
effectiveness proportional to its cost. The total capital and 
present worth costs of the remedy are $6,200,000 and $16,800,000, 
respectively. In proporticn to the total capital cost, 11 per 
cent is attributed to the soil portion; 80 per cent to the 
groundwater portion; and the remaining 9 per cent to the building 
and underground tank portidn. The cost of the soil component is 
higher than the in-situ va uum)extraction option; however, low 
temperature treatment provides complete certainty with regard to 
efficiency, at a fraction of the cost associated with the off-. 
site treatment option. Li ewise, although the cost of the air 
stripping/carbon adsorption is higher than the W/oxidation, air 
stripping/carbon adsorption provides a higher degree of certainty 
that all groundwater contamin?.nts will be removed. 

4. Utilization of Permanent Solutions and Alternative Treatment 
Technolosies to the Maximum Extent Practicable 

The selected remedy utilize 'permanent solutions and treatment 
technologies to the maximum extent practicable. Of those 
alternatives which are prot ctive of human health and the 
environment, and comply wit ARARs, the selected remedy best 
balances the goals of long- e m  effectiveness and permanence, 
reduction of toxicity, mobi ity or volume achieved through 
treatment, short-term effec iveness, implementability, cost, and 
also achieves the statutory reference for treatment as a 
principal element and has s te and community acceptance. 

After the soil is treated a *he underground tanks are removed, 
the potential for future re ases of waste to the environment 
will be eliminated. The i rect and direct risks posed by the 
Soil and tanks as a contin source of groundwater contamination 
will be eliminated. This ion, in conjunction with the 
groundwater extraction and eatment component, will restore the 
aquifer to its most benefi 1 use and will meet all federal and 



state standards. I .\ 
No short-term adverse impac s and threats to human health and the 
environment are foreseen as the result of implementing the 
selected remedy. However, o minimize and/or prevent worker 
exposure to contaminants, p rsonal protection equipment will be 
used. I 
The selected remedy will re ire construction of on-site soil and 
groundwater treatment facil'ties. No technological problems 
should arise as all the tre tment technologies are well 
established, readily availa i' le and possess a proven track record. 
5. preference for Treatment as the Princi~al Element 

The selected remedy fully s tisfies this criterion for the source 
of contamination (soil and nderground tanks), groundwater, and 
building contamination whic are considered the principal threats 
at the Site. Therefore, th statutory preference for remedies 
that employ treatment as a rincipal element is satisfied. 

DOCUMENTATION OF .. 

The aremont Polychemical site was 
gust 24, 1990. The Proposed Plan 

identified Alternative combined with Alternatives GW-3B, 
BD-2 and T-2 as the d alternative. EPA reviewed all 
written and verbal submitted during the public comment 
period. Upon e comments, EPA determined that no 
significant elected remedy, as it was originally 
identified lan, are necessary. 
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Table 1 
S i t e  H l s t o r y  summary 

PLANT OPERATION BEGAN I! 1968 
I 

MORE T I W J  A DISCOVERED I N  1979 BY THE 
NASSAU COUNTY HEALTH (NCDOH) 

MJST O F  THE DRUMS ONE AND AREA O F  CONTAMINATED S O I L  
( S P I L L  AREA) WAS RED I N  1980 BY WCDOH 

S O I L S  WERE EXCAVATED AN4 PLACED ON P L A S T I C  LINERS I N  1980 BY 
THE COMPANY 

COXPANY ENTERED I N T O  C ~ P T E R  11 PROCEEDINGS I N  1980 

NEW YORK DEPARTNENT O F  W ASSUMES THE LEAD ON THE S I T E  AND 
ATTEKPTS TO NEGOTIATE $AGREEMENT WITH RESPONSIBLE PARTY 

SITE R E C O ~ E N D E D  FOR P ~ C E M E N T  IN NATIONAL PRIORITY LIST IN 
OCTOBER 1984 

S I T E  WAS FINALLY I N C L U D ~ D  I N  NATIONAL P R I O R I T Y  LIST I N  JUNE 
1986 (RANKED 614) 

EPA A S S W Z S  THE LEAD I N  1986 AND SENDS OUT NOTIFICATION 
LETTER TO POTENTIALLY RI~SPONSIBLE PARTY (PRP) IN NOVEMBER 
1987 

NO XESPOKSE WAS RECEIVED AND FUNDS FOR REMEDIAL 
Ih-iESTIGATION/FEASIBILITY STUDY ( R I / F S )  ARE ALLOCATED I N  

EEASCO SERVICES I S  CONT CTED BY EPA TO CONDUCT R I / F S  (1" 
OPE-&.BIZ U N I T )  I N  MARCH 1988 t 
EPA CONDGCTS REMOVAL ACTKDN I N  OCTOBER 1988 TO S T A B I L I Z E  
WASTES 

SECOx'i, F.=,/FS (2M OPERAB U N I T )  I S  OPEN I N  A P R I L  1989 TO 
A3;AESS TEE DISPOSAL O F  ASTES CONTAIN I N  HOLDING U N I T S  
(D?.WS, BASINS,  ETC)  

t 
IK?LD!E.h'TATION OP REKEDY FOR 2& OPERABLE U N I T  STARTS I N  
LEFiEKBER 1985 

R l / F S  FOR 1' OPEiZABLE U N I T  I S  F I N A L I Z E D  AND REPORTS ARE 
RELEASED TOR PUBLIC CGWLENT I N  AUGUST 1990 
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CONCENTRATfON RANGES OF TOTAL METALS 
IN  GRDUHDVATER RV ARFA 
Rounds 1 6 2 Combined 

Safe Dr ink i ng  NYS Amhicnt Vatcr  S i t e  V i c i n i t y  and Landf i l l / l ! f~ . .S!  t e  
V.~ter Act Q u a l i t y  C r i t e r i a  - Upgradient Downgradient Plume Yrl:s 

€ l e w ! ! l _ _ - - K C L v P I . ! ! L  C l a s ~ G  . G r o v ~ ~ d . ? a l e r L u d L  Wells-Lug/l) U _ U w / f  1 A L L i  

A l m i n u n  ( A l )  
Antimony ( 5 6 )  
Arsenic ( A $ )  

Barium ( 8 a l  
i Bery l l i um  (Be) 

Cadmium (Cd) 
Calcium I t a l  
Chrowiun (Cr )  
Coba't (Co) 
Coppcr (Cu) 
I r o n  l f e )  
Lead (Pb) 
naqn..siun ( n d  
Manganese (nn) 
Mercury (Hgl 
Nick.  1 (N i )  
Pota~.s ium (K) 
Self: um (Se) 
S o d i m  (Na) 
Thal ium (11) 
Vana u m  (V) 
Z inc (Zn) 

NO-I 
NO-29 
92613.50dO 
ND 

3.900-~74 .OOO 
NO 
ND-23.7 
tm-140 

( ' 1  - Guidance value. 
(NO1 .- Note detected. 
I - None c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e .  



SAMPLE 1.0. 

LoCAflnn 

v iny l  chloride 

1 .I-dichlowethenr 

wthylene chloride 

ac ry lon i t r i l e  

chlorororn 

1.1.1-trichloroethane 

carban t r t r ~ c h l o r i d e  

~~~~~ &men* ~ 

toluenrw 

1,241chlorocthane 

t t i c h l o r s f l u o ~ t h a n e  

1 ,t.2-trichloro-1.2.2- 
trif luoroethane 

trichloroethrne 

tetrachlorsrthwne 

ethylbenz*ne 

m- L pxylene 

caylene 

cycloheranone 

propylbentene 

CLARENEON1 POLVCHEHICAL SITE 
A I R  WALlTV SMPLING (CHARCOAL) RESULTS F O R  VOLATILE ORGANICS ( P P ~ I ~  

J - estimated 
N - tentat ive l d m t i f i c a t i o n  
R - rejected 
U - non-detect due to  presence i n  blank 

2225K 

CMS154 

S p i l l  Area 

t0.1 

t O . l  

1 . 2 ~  

t O . l  

t0 . l  

0.7 

0.1 

0 . 6 ~  -- 

1 .El 

t O . l  

3.OR 

#.3NJ 

2.1NJ 

4.WJ 

0.WJ 

1 .MI 

0.7NJ 

0.mJ 

0.lNJ 

CHS193 

Treatment 
Elasins 

to.1 

to. 1 

3. l u  

(0.1 

eo.1 

0.6 

t0.l 

0 . 8 ~  
- 

2.4 

t O . l  

2.4R 

0.3NJ 

2.1W 

3.1NJ 

0.BWJ 

2.3NJ 

1 .ONJ 

0.SNJ 

(0.1 

CHS 158 

Downwind 

to . l  

tO.1 

2 . 6 ~  

to. 1 

t0.1 

0.6 

to. 1 

0 . 5 ~  
- --- 

1.7 

t0.l 

2.4R 

0.3NJ 

2.1w 

2.6W 

0.4NJ 

1.3NJ 

O.6NJ 

0.8NJ 

t O . l  

CMSI'IO 

Upwind 

e0.1 

eo. 1 

9 . 3 ~  

to. 1 

t O . l  

0.7 

0.1 

0 . 7 ~  

cnso70 

Malntm- 
enance Room 

eo.1 

to . l  
4 . 8 ~  

(0.1 

(0.1 

0 . 2 ~  

t0.l 

0 . 2 ~  

Maintm- 
enance Room 

t o . l  
to. 1 

6 . 4 ~  

to. I 
to.1 
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Sampl c 

Location 

Bmzoic Ac id  
Phecanthrp-e 
Oi-n-Butylphthalate 
r luaranthenc 

SULTS FE 
CLAREWT POLYCHFHICAL SITE 

!OM WIPE SAMPLES I N  TllE PROCESS BUILOlNG - ORGANIC 

. - D N C E N m T m  
CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS CPS 

WCp0E.l %!I93 WOO-3 WWW UPOl4  UEW4 & O H  WEOH W P M  MEO06-10 UPOS-II UPOS-I2 

Wall F loor  Wall r l o o r  Wall F loor  Hood Hood Floor Hood Ma1 1 Floor 
No ND HD 

2 h ( ? p r o x i m t c l y  63 i n  wiped pe r  slrplc 
)(D 'ot d e k c t e d  
J - F s t i w  .ed concentrat ion 



. . . - . . - . 
Bcnzoir Acid 

C L A R E W T  PDLYCHCHICAL Sl lE  
A W A L Y T I W  RESULTS FROW WIPE SnHPlCS I N  THC PROCESS BUILDING - ORGAWIC (uglr ipe) '  

m N T R A n O N  CPS 
CPS CPS wp::s & ,,JJ,m CPS &y&J9 CPS M!!EzQ kmB2.I CPS kmHz CPS - CPS 

u p Q g 4  WP614 - - 

Wall Floor Wall Val 1 Floor Wall Floor Floor Floor Wall 
m 

kXSJ.XC-. Undetected 

Apfi.roxirutelr 63 inZ ripd per s-1; 
MI Nut detected 
J - E r t i u t e d  concentration 



Sanple 

Loc;tion 
Aluhinum 
Antimony 
Arsenic 
Barium 
8eryllium 
Cahiun 
Calcilm 
C h r m i u  
Cob.1 t 
Copper 
1 rm 
Lead 
Wagnesium 
Manganese 
Wercury 
Nickel 
Potassium 
Se ldum 
S i l t e r  
Sodium 
Tha':liu 
Vanmi m 
Zinc 

Wall 
114.0 

.98 
79.03 

2500.0 

- 

28.6 

4.23 
218.08 
4.43 

271.08 

Floor wall 
2850.0 341.0 
24.15 
4.5 
549.03 2380.05 

Floor Wall Floor 
898O.OJ 11AO.OJ 
59.6 35.85 
8.1 7.0 
1180.0 7.36 
0.688 
590.0 5.0 
18.300.0 
566.0 4.6 
- - - P - - 

11.1 
1040.0 1290 
65.600.0 395.0 
3030.05 186.05 
4130.05 216.08 
443.05 5.93 

Hood 
224.0 
19.33 

11.08 

4.0 

9.7 

Fl oar Hood 
42.200.0 75.9 
59.4 
8.5 
747.05 5.56 
0.745 
186.0 l . W  
16.200.0 
486.01 20.4 

3 1 . 6  
1960.0 201.0 
135.000 
1810.0 99.1 
2970.0 191 .08 
709.0 2.48 
0.68 
91.3 - 
2630 .O 203.08 

Floor Wall 
3280.0 117.0 
183.0 12.05 
7.3 
807.03 28.583 

Floor 
52lD .O 
182.0 
1.6B 
4020 .OJ 

107) .O 
499) .O 
1570 .O 

4 L 6 L  
1570 .O 
2 0 . m . o  
610) .O 
186D.O 
140.0 

22.03 
3690.0 

8 . 0 .  
937. 0 
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I 
Table 7 

Indicator Chemicals i n  
a t  Claremont Polychemical S i t e  

An:imony -- 
Arsenic -- 

I 
Barium ~ - - 
Benzene -- 
Benzoic Acid i - - 
Deryllium - - 
~ i s ( Z - e t h y l h e x y l ) p h 1 : I l a 1 J t e  -- 
Bukyi bcnzyl phthnlate 
Cadmium 

o Chlorobenzene I 

o Chlo:oethanea j 
o Chloroform 
o Chromium 
0 

o copper 
I 

o 1.2-3lchlorobccre~e (a! 
- - .  
c 1.1-5ichlc:oethan 
0 1.1-3ichlo:oethen 
0 ?,i-3ichio:oe:han 
c Diethylphthalate 
o Ci-n-xitylphthala e 

Di-n-octyl-2hkhal te(a) 
0 E:hyibeatene 
r Iron I 1 1 
c Ic:f5crone 
$ Lea5 

~ 
I 

c xan~anese I 
o r.eic.;:y 
o Nickel 
c ?hEs - Kashthaien - Benzoia)py ene 
c ?e>:ach!o:opheno? I 
c ?es:iciCes - 

0 p5tr.c: 
c Se:e:.ixn 
c :e::achioroethcne 
o Thalium 
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I 

I Table i o  
C l a r  mont Polychemical Site 

Summary of H iQ an Non-cancer Risk ~ s t i m a t e s  
.. I 

-. . 
Haxr rd  i n d e r  f o r  

I 
N o n c r r ~ i n o o ~ n i c  E f f e c t s  

Mxim". 
Average P l a u s i b l e  Predominant 

W u r e  Cath-av asc Crrr 
Chrmic r l  s 

& v e n t  l a n d  Use ~ o n d i ~ l  

I n h a l a t i o n  o f  a i r  
I n h a l a t i o n  o f  s o i l  I 
h g e ~ t i o n  o f  G r o u n d r a t r r  i 

I n h a l d t i o n  o f  a i r  
Inha !a t ion  o f  F u g i t i v e  Dus t  
l n q a s t i o n  o f  g r o u n d r a t e r  
3 e m d l  a d s o r p t i o n  o f  ground- trr 
I n h r ! a t l J n  of  G r o u n d a t r r  Yo r t i l r s  I I 

I n h a l a t i o n  o f  a i r  1 
i 0 . 8  

I nges t ton  o f  s a i l  0 .  I S  
Dcrnv l  a d s o r p t i o n  o f  s o i l  1 0 . 0 1  
l n h a i a t i o n  of  f u g i t i r *  oust - 
i n g c s l i o n 4 f g r o u n d - r t c r  1 15.2 

i 

PCE - - 

I r r ium,  i r o n .  
9 .  Cldni. ,n.  
*:IDurr. BEE? 



Table 11 
Toxicity r 

Dose 

Chmnicai Y m c  
voiat i les:  

t en rmr  
ch io rohn r .n  
chloroform 
1 , l - o i c h l ~ r w t h n n e  
1,2-0 ichlorwth.n 
1, l-OichlorwthnrK 
Efhylb. ru.n 
l 0 l v r m  
l e r r a c h i o r w t h m  
1,1,1-Trichlorwthu 
T r i ch i o rw theM 
v iny l  Chloride 

Sn i vo lo t i l e s :  
Bmroic Acid 
I s o F h o r a  
Crntachlorophmol 
PhrnDl 
t r n r o ( e ) p l r m  (b) 
Yaphtha lm 
a1s(2-r thy lhexyi  )@I 
l u t r l  bcn ly i  phthei l  
O ~ - n - h ~ t y l @ I h a l a t e  
Oiethylphthalete 

Pesricidrs: 
alphe tnc 
&.b'.OOT 

Imrgmics :  
MI inmy 
Arsmic 
8a r i r n  
Irrrl l irn 
Calm 

tPA Ueipht of E v i k e  C ia l s i f i ce t ims  are .a f o l l a n  
C r m q  1 . I- Carcimpm. S u f f i c i m t  r v i d m r  I 
and cancrr. 
Crow D l  - P r b b l e  l m n  Carcinogen. L i s i t e d  mi 
C r m q  82 - PrDCublr I l m n  Carcinogen. S u f f i c i m t  
a r c  i n  h r r v  . 
C r o w  C - Possible nvrm Carcinogen. L imi ted r v i c  
G r m q  0 - l o t  : :assif id. I n . d rua te  .riderre of 

, . .. ::e:' ::..> . . A,i?;:.%T .. .--- r.,, - - , I c 3  . -.. 
(a:. Calculal& f rm the current drinking water st- 
t b l  IntcpraIcd L lsk I n f o r r t i m  Systm, 1987. 
~ ~ .. - -  

ta for Carcinogenic Effects 
ssponse Evaluation (a) 

rice of c 8 r c i m q m i c i t ~  in hunns f r m  r p i d n i o l ~ i c a i  studies. 
idmce o f  carc inopmic i ty  in aninuls. INdrqwtr evidence of 

:C of c ~ r c i m g e n i c i t y  in an imls .  
' c i n o ~ c > i c i t y  in a n ~ m i r .  . -. . : . -. - : :PA,  isav. 
1 Jf 1.3 w/ l  atsuning m ingestion of 2.0 Ifday for  a 70 kg p r ron .  



Table 12 

Claremont Polychemical S i t e  
Summqry of Cancer Risk Estimates 

E w  Lifetime Cancer' R i s k  

Average t l a r i m m  Predominant 
E ~ o o s u r e  Pathwas Casc P l a u s i b l e  Case Chemi e l l  s 

b r r c n t  Land Use Condi t i o m  

I n h a l a t i o n  o f  a i r  I .86E-06 
I n h a l a t i o n  o f  s o i l  I .OSE-09 
I n g o t i o n  o f  Groundwater &23.ku 

T o t a l  1 .ERE-06 

Fu tu re  O f f - S i t ?  Land Use C o n d i t i o n s  

inhalation o f  a i r  1  . W E 4 6  
I n h a l a t i o n  o f  F u g i t i v e  Dust  2.07E-I0 
I n g e s t i o n  o i  groundwater 9 .59E-X  
Oemdl  a d s o r p t i o n  o t  groundwater 4.57E-09 
1oha:at ion o f  Groundvater  Y a l a ? i l r s  I . I  IE-06 

T o t a l  I .2OE-05 

fu:ur? On-Sitc Land Use Conditions 

l n h a l a t i o o  of  a i r  3 .93f -06 
I n g e s t i o n  o f  s o i l  1.73E-07 
Dermal adsorp t ion  o f  s o i l  1  .23E-08 
1nhaia:ion o f  F u g i t i v e  Oust 2.07E-I0 
i n g e s t i o n  o f  ground-atcr  1.36E-0.1 

Derrs !  r e s o r a t i o n  o f  ground*ar?r  7.3JE-97 
I n n a i l t i o n  o i  Groundwater ' l o l r ~ i l e s  4.36E-15 

T iE .  PCE - .  
PCE. BEHP - 
PCE 

TCE. PCE 
P W  . - - 
As. PCE. 
V i n y l  C h l o r i d e .  1.1-OCE. 
TCE. I. I-OCI 
8 e n r m e  
I. I 4 C E .  V i n y l c h l o r i d e  
C .  T i i .  1.1-3Cn . 
Renzene, I . ~ . - D c A .  
C h l o r o f o r m  

Cadmium, a r s e n i c ,  n i c k e l .  
I L H P ,  b e r y l l i u m  



Table 13. List of Applicable or Releva and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) for the Selected 
Remedy. 

SOILS 
Reauiatow Level escr ion 

Federal ational Ambient Air Quality Standards for Hazardous Air 
ollutants (NAAQS) 
0 CFR 52 I- 

Y R A  - Land Disposal Restrictions (40 CFR 266) 

CRA - Standards Applicable to Transport of Hazardous 
aste (CFR 263.1 1, 263.20-21 

nd 263.3031) 3 
CRA - Standards for Owners/Operators of Permitted 
azardous Waste Facilities (40 CFR 264.10-264.18) 

CRA - Preparedness and Prevention (40 CFR 264.10- 

CRA - Contingency Plan and Emergency Procedures (40 .. 
FR 264.50-264.56) 

State 

GROUNDWATER 

Federal 

State 

OTHERS 

OT - Rules for Transportation of Hazardous Materials (49 
FR Parts 107, 171.1-172.558) 

~. 

ew York Hazardous Waste Manifest System Rules (6 
YCRR 372) 

ew York Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage and Disposal 
F cility Permitting Requirements 
( 3 NYCRR 370 and 373) 

S WA Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) P 
(;lroundwater Quality Regulations (6 NYCRR Part 703.5) 

 linking Water Standards (10 NYCRR Part 5) 

0 HA - Safety and Health Standards (29 CFR 1926) F 
HA - Record Keeping, Reporting and Related Regulations 
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APPENDIX D. 'SDEC LETTER OF CONCURRENCE 



New York State Department of 
!% Woll Road, Albany, New York w - SEP-25-19SB 08:04 FROM NYS.ENLJIR 

Vr. Richard L. Caspe, P.E. 1 

CONSERWlTlON TO 6-552M72:2%46ia7 P.02 

Director 
Emergency & Remedial Response Di 
U .S. Environmental Protection Ag 
Region 11 
26 Federal Plaza 
New York, NY 10278 

Dear Mr. Caspe: I 
Re: Claremont Poly hemical Site - ID. No. 130015 

Old Bethpage, assau County, New York 

The New York State Department o Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) has 
reviewed the draft Operable Uni One Declaration for the Record of Decision 
(ROD) for the above-referenced ite. The NYSDEC concurs with the selected .. i - 
remedies which include: 

A1 ternative SC-4, ated Soils - Excavation of approximate1 y 
1600 cubic yards inated soil, on-site LOW Temperature Enhanced 
Volatilization redeposition. 

Alternative GW-38, Groun ater - Extraction of 1.0 mgd of contaminated 
groundwater, followed by reatment (metal precipitation, air stripping 
and carbon adsorption) rednjection of the treated water into the 
squifer. 

Alternative BD-2 - Buildi g decontamination and off-site treatment/ 
disposal of collected dus , asbestos insulation, and contaminated water 
from the floor drains and 

Alternative T-2, Undergro and Off-Site 
Treatment/Oisposal - This includes excavation of overburden 
soil, pumping of the tank cleaning, removal of tanks and 
appurtenant equipment, of tanks, equipment 
and liquid wasto, and 

If you have any questions, ple se call Mr. Kamal Gupta, of my staff, at 
(518) 457-3976. 

1 Sincerely, 

7 van 
Deputy Commissioner 

cc: C. Ramos, USEPA, kegion I 
R. Tramontano, NYSDOH I 



APPENDIX I RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY 



RES NSIVENESS SUUMARY Q 
nt Polychemical 8ita 
hpago, Nassau County 

How York 

The U.S. Environmental Pr tection Agency (EPA) held a public 
comment period from Augus 25, 1990 through September 25, 1990 to 
receive comments from int rested parties on the final Remedial 
Investigation and Feasibi ity Study (RI/FS) reports and Proposed 
Plan for the Claremont ychemical Superfund Site (Site). 

A public participation me ting was conducted by EPA on 
September 5, 1990 at the ld Bethpage Village Restoration, Old 
Bethpage, New York to dis uss the remedial alternatives, to 
present EPA1s preferred a ternative for the remediation of the 
site, and to provide an o portunity for the interested parties to 
present oral comments and questions to EPA. i 
This responsiveness summa provides a synopsis of citizen's 
comments and concerns abo the Site as raised during the public 
comment period, and EPA's to those comments. A11 
comments summarized in were factored into EPA's 
final decision for remedial activities for 
cleanup of the 

This responsiveness summa is divided into the following 
sections: P 

I. 

11. 

1x1. 

IV. 

This section briefly 
Claremont Polychemical 

Backaround on 
section provides 
and concerns 

8Ependices. Thi section includes a copy of the agenda 
for the public m eting (Appendix A), Proposed Plan 
(Appendix B), pu lic meeting sign-in sheet (Appendix 
C), and the over ead transparencies used at the public 
meeting (Appendi 

Co:nmunitv Involvement and Concerns. This 
a brief history of community interests 

regarding the Claremont Polychemical Site. 

Summarv of Maior 
the Public Comment 
section summarizes 

Questions and Comments Received Durinq 
Period and EPA1s Responses. This 
comments submitted to EPA at the 

public meeting a d during the comment period and 
provides EPA's r sponses to these comments. 



I. RESPONSIVENESS S 9 OVERVIEW 
The Claremont Polychemica Site is an abandoned production 
facility located in centr 1 Long Island, in the community of Old 
Bethpage, Town of Oyster ay, Nassau County, New York. The 
facility is situated in a 1 area comprised of lisht industrial, 
commercial and institutio a1 (oyster-~a~ Solid waste 
Disposal Complex, SUNY Ag icultural and Technical College at Far- 
ringdale, and Bethpage St te Park). The Suffolk County line is 
approximately 800 feet ea t of the Site. 

In 1985, Old Bethpage had population of 5,881 persons and 
Oyster Bay had a populati of 305,750 persons, according to the 
Current Population Census, 1987). The 
closest residences half a mile away on the west 
side of the supply well is located 
3,500 feet 

The Site occupies approxim tely 9.5 acres on which a 35,000 
square foot, one story, co crete building is located. Other -. 
features include: treatmen basins, aboveground tanks, 
underground tanks, leachin basins, dry wells, and water supply 
wells. i 
From 1968 until its closur in 1980, Claremont Polychemical 
manufactured inks and pigm nts for plastics, coated metallic 
flakes, and vinyl stabiliz rs. The principal wastes generated 
were organic solvents, res ns, and wash wastes (mineral spirits). i 
Concern for contamination s linked to a discovery in 1979 by 
the Nassau County Depart of Health (NCDOH) of 2,000 to 3,000 
drums scattered throughou e Site, some uncovered and others 
leaking. By September 19 ost of the drums were sorted and 
either removed from the S or reused in the plant. Some of the 
material was burned in th ant's boiler. NCDOH inspectors 
noted at the time that an a east of the building (spill area) 
was contaminated with org solvents as a result of accidental 
and/or incidental spills discharges. A subsequent removal 
action by the property o , in 1980, excavated the upper ten 
feet of a seventy-five f y seventy-five foot area. The 
excavated material was p on a plastic liner. Over the years, 
this liner degraded and nger is an impermeable layer. 
Groundwater samples from nitoring well installed at the time 
indicated the presence o undwater contamination directly 
under the Site. 

Claremont Polychemical and affiliated companies entered into 
receivership in 1980. In 19 Woodward-Clyde Consultants, under 
the direction of the New Yo State Department of Environmental 
Conservation, conducted a p investigation of the Site. 



'- '"?:, -. Velzy Associates onducted a limited study of the Site .-. A 1  property owners. dditional work was performed by C.A. 
Rich Consultants. For the last four to five years two tenant 
fiuslnesses have been opera ing at the Site. E 

A preliminary evaluation EPA in July 1988 revealed the 
presence of hazardous was held in containers (e.g. drums) and 
other holding units (trea ent basins, aboveground tanks, and a 
sump). In September 1988, PA performed work consisting of the 
averpacking and/or stabil ation of deteriorated containers and 
holding units. A second erable unit RI/FS (OU-11) dealing with 
t i i t  Liimate disposal of e above mentioned hazardous wastes was 
completed by EPA in July 89. The Record of Decision for OU-I1 
was issued in September 9. The selected remedy is currently 
being implemented and co sts of compatibility testing, 
bulking/consolidation, a treatment/dispasal of the wastes at 
off-site, EPA-approved, atment facilities. 

-loremont Polychemical 
,., ule National Priorities 
received a final listing 
5 ,  EPA issued a special 
(Ciaremont Polychemical 

The remedial alternatives for the Claremont 
Polychemical Site are desc RI/FS and Proposed Plan 
for this operable unit operable unit one). Those 
alternatives considered 

Site was first proposed for inclusion 
List (NPL) in October 1984 and 

sratus in June 1986. On December 4, 
notice letter to Mr. Walter Neitlich 

Officer) requesting a good faith offer to 

I Remedial Alternatives for ~(ontaminated Boils (8C) 

unsertake or finance the edial investigation and feasibility 
stuuy. No response was r ived from Mr. Neitlich or from the 
company. In March 1988 E obligated funds and started a 
comprehensive RI/FS for t first operable unit. 

o SC-1 No Further Action I o SC-3 Excavation/Off-Sit Incineration/Backfill with Clean 
Soil 

o SC-4 Excavation/Low Tem erature Enhanced Volatilization/On- 
Site Redeposition 

o SC-5 In-Situ Vacuum Ext action 

I Resedial Alternatives for C ntaminated Groundwater (OW) i 
I 0 GW-1 No Further Action 

0 GW-2 Pumping/Air Stripp ng/Reinjection: Site Boundary (0.2 
! mgd i 
I o GW-)A Pumping/Air Strip ing/Reinjection; Leading Edge of 

Plume (1.9 mgd) 



o GW-3B Pumping/Air Stri ping/Reinjection; Site Boundary and 
Downgradient (1.0 mgd) 

o GW-5A Pumping/W-Chemi a1 Oxidation/Reinjection; Leading Edge 
of Plume (1.9 mgd) 

o GW-5B hunping/W-Chemi a1 Oxidation/Reinjection; Site 
Boundary and Downgradi nt (1.0 mgd) i 

Remedial Alternatives for uilding (ED) T 
o BD-1 No Further Action 
o BD-2 Building Decontam nation/Waste Treatment and Disposal 

Remedial Alternatives for ndsrground Btorage Tanks (T) i 
o T-1 No Further Action 
o T-2 Removal and Off-Si e Disposal d 

EPA, with concurrence from the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation, chose a remedy which addresses the 
principal threats posed by the Site through a combination of 
source control alternatives - treatment of contaminated soils 
(SC-4) and tank removal and treatment (T-a), with active 
restoration of the groundwater (GW-3B), and building 
decontamination (BD-2). Based on the current information, these 
alternatives provide the best protection of human health and the 
environment. 

11. BACKGROUND OF COMMUNI Y INVOLVEMENT F 
Community interest in the Claremont Polychemical Site has been 
moderate throughout the RI/FS process and removal actions. 
Locally, the community has been active at public meetings related 
to various environmental problems associated with the Old 
Bethpage Landfill Site (OBL , Liberty Industrial Finishing Site, 
and the Nassau County Fire ervice Academy. Several remedial 
activities are currently being conducted at the landfill, 
including extraction and t~eatment of groundwater contamination. 
The community has been awarle of the Claremont Polychemical Site 
through newspaper articles, fact sheets, press releases, public 
notices, and public informa ion meetings. Organized groups 
include the Citizens for Pu e Water in South Farmingdale. 

The major concern the community is migration of 
contaminants Local officials and the public 
in general on the potential for 
groundwater on the drinking water 
supply 



111. B-Y OF -OR Q EBTIONS AND COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING 
THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND EPA'S  RESPONSES t 

---we ...,.- nts raised during th public comment period for the 
C'aremont Polychemical Si e are summarized below. 

COMMENT: Local officials inquired about whether or not EPA 
foresees any problems rei jecting the volume of groundwater to be 
treated as part of the gr ndwater remedy. a 
RZSPoNsE: EPA does not foresee any technical problems related to 
the reinjection of the trehted groundwater into the aquifer. Our 
current hydrogeological moBel indicates that the aquifer should 
'1; akle to assimilate this volume of water (1.0 million gallons 
per day). Construction an5 operation of the proposed groundwater 
reinjection wells is technically feasible at the Site. Normal 
potential problems such as clogging of the well screens due to 
suspended matter will be tsken into account in the facility 
design. 

COWMENT: A resident askedlwhether a risk assessment has been I 

prepared which calculates overall risk to the population 
exposed to contaminated not only from the Claremont 
Polychemical Site, but of all Superfund 
sites in the vicinity. 

RESPONSE: The risk asses t developed by EPA for the Claremont 
site addresses potential to human health and the environment 
from exposure to the Clar Polychemical Site-related 
contamination only. Calc on of a "global or regionaln risk 
figure would be difficul ccomplish since relationships 
between sources and expo lation would need to be 
determined for a variety ces. However, due to the 
proximity of Clarenont P caL with the Old Bethpage 
Landfill (OBL), and the 1 for overlapping plumes, the 
risk calculated by EPA f re to groundwater at Claremont 
Polychemical may be infl contamination from the 
Landfill. Remediation remont Polychemical contaminant 
plume takes into consid e potential impact of remedial 
activities taking place .e., groundwater extraction and 
treatment) in order to e aquifer to its best potential 
use. 

COMMENT: A resident asked the remedial action taken by 
the company's owners in 198 excavation of soils and 
placeeent on plastic liner) use of liners in general, 
constitutes a good remedial 

RESPONSE: It is difficult o assess the effectiveness of the 
1980 action, since air and roundwater monitoring was not 
conducted concurrently with the action. Although liners are 
effective in reducing the p tential for soil contaminants to i 



leach into the groundwate 
leachate unless a 
for the phase without 

to EPA or 

COMMENT: Concern was expr ssed about other sources of 
groundwater contamination the high number of Superfund 
sites in the area), and ho these affect the groundwater 
remediation. 

RESPONSE: When EPA takes ction at superfund sites, it takes 
into account potential upg adient or off-site contributions to 
the site groundwater conta ination. i 
In other cases, EPA select d a remedy to address site 
contamination which is fol owed by a second operable unit to 
address remediation of an pgradient source, if one has been 
identified. If a source h 1 s not been identified, EPA may conduct 

to assist in the 
l 

a second operable unit invc 
identification of an o f f 4  

When EPA takes action at SL 
potential upgradient or of1 
groundwater contamination. 
Polychemical Site, a great 
coordination has taken plac 
Bay (which is in charge of 
groundwater remedy selectee 
close coordination between 
at both the OBL and Claremc 

te source. 

?erfund sites, it takes into account 
-site contributions to the site 
In the case of the Claremont 
%mount of communication and 
z between EPA and the Town of Oyster 
remedial activities at OBL). The 
at Claremont Polychemical foresees a 
the remedial activities taking place 
nt Polychemical Sites. 



APPENDIX A. PUBLIC MEETING AGENDA 



UNITED STATES IRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION I1 

26 FEDERALPLAZA 
NEW YORK 10278 

Claremont Bite 

~ k ~ t e m b e r  5. 199Q 
7 ; O O  P.M. 

I. Welcome & ~ntroduction 

11. Overview of Superfundl 

Cecilia Echols 
Community Relations 
Coordinator 

U.S. EPA, Region 2 

Douglas Garbarini 
Chief, Eastern New York & 
Caribbean Remedial Action 
Section 

U.S. EPA, Region 2 

111. Remedial Investigati n/ e Carlos R. Ramos 
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I 
ANNOUNCEMENTOF PROPOSEDPIAN I 
The Proposed Plan describes the remedial a 
considered for the Claremont Polychemical 
site and identifies the preferred remedial all 
with the rationale for this preference. The 
Plan wes developed by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) wfih support from the 
York State Department of Environmental C 
(NYSDEC). EPA is issuing the Proposed 
ol ks public participation responsibilities u 
117(a) of the Comprehensive Environme 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 
amended and Section 300.030(f) of th 
Contingency Pian (NCP). The allernativ 
here are described in the remedial inve 
feasibility study (RI,'FS) for this operabl 
to as operable unit one in the Ri/FS), 
consulted for a more detailed description of all th 
ahernatives. 

i 
This Proposed Plan is being distributed to solicit ublic 
comments pertaining to all the remedial allernativ s 
evaluated, as well as the preferred alternative. I 

I 

EPA and NYSDC rely on public input to ensure 
the concerns o! the cammuniry are considered in 
selecting an effective remedy for each 
EPA has set a public comment period 
on September 25, l(r90. The public 
inctudes a pilbii; meeting at vahicb 
RIFS Repon and the Proposed Plan, answer 
questions, and accept bo:h c::! 

A public meeting will be held in the auditorium of 
Old Bethpage Vi:;aae Restoration, Round Swamp 
OM Bethpe;e, New York on September 5, 1990 
p.m. to allow EPA to present the conclusions of 
RIIFS, to firnher elaborate on the preferred 
z2~rnLve, 6;t- !U r~iceive ,,LIJ~~C ~i.nments. 

Documentation of the final remedy selection will be 
presented in the ROD after conSideration d all the 
public comments. Comments will be slrmrnarhed in 
the Responsiveness Summary Section of the Record of 
Decision. 

The administratbe record file, which contains the 
inlormation upon which the seleaion d the 
response action will be based, is availaSle 2 the 
following location: 

Plainview-Old Bethpage 
Public Library 
999 Country Road 
Plainview, New York 
Tel (51 6) 938-0077 
Hours: Mon-Fri., 9:OO a.m to 9:00 p.m. 

Sat., 9:30 a.m. to 530 p.m. 
Sun., 1:Do p.m. to 9:OO p.m. 

Dates to remember: 
YOUR CALENDAR 

August 25 to September 25, 1990 
Public comment period on remedies 

September 5. 1990 
Public meeting al the Old Bethpage 
Resloration Auditorium, Old BethpaQe. New 
York a1 7:00 p.m. 



SITE BACKGROUND 

The Claremont Polychemical site is an abandone 
produclicn tacilny located in centra! Long Island, n the I 
community of 3iii Bethpage. Town of Oyster Bay, 
Nassau Count,, New York. The facility is situated in 
an area comprised of light industrial, commercial bnd 
instifufimal properties (Oyster Bay Solid Waste 
Disposal Complex, SUM' kgricuhural and Techni al 
Coliege a! Farmhodale and Bshpege State Park . The 
Suffolk Coun:, Ire is approximately BOO feet east of 
the site. i 
The Sne occupes approximately 9.5 acres on whi h a 
35,033 sqJave 105, one story, concrete build~ng i 
h a t e d  (see Figure 1). Other features include: 

!t 
treatment basins, aboveground tanks, undergroung 
tanks, leaching Saslns, dry wells, and water suppli 
wells. 

From 19% unti; i:s ciosure in 1980, Claremont 
emical maw!an>red inks and pigments for 
coated me:a;i.z ilakes, and vinyl stabilizers. The 
principal wastes generated were organic solvents,, 
resins, and v a h  wastes (mineral spirits). 

Concern lor con:amina:ion was linked to a discovkry 

in 1979 by the Nassau County Depanmem of Health 
(NCDH) of 2,000 to 3,000 drums were scanered 
throughout the Site; some uncovered and others 
leaking. By September 1980 most of the drums were 
soned and either removed from the site, or reused in 
the plant. Some of the material was burned in the 
plant's boiler. NCDH inspectors noted at the time that 
an area east of the building (spill area) was 
contaminated with organic solvents as a resuh of 
accidental and/or incidental spills and discharges. A 
subsequent removal action, in 1980, excavated the 
upper ten feet of a seventy-five foot by seventy-five foot 
area. The excavated material was placed on a plastic 
liner. Over the years, this liner has degraded and no 
longer is an impermeable layer. Groundwater samples 
from a monitoring well installed at the time indicated 
the presence of groundwater contamination directly 
under the site. 

Claremont Polychemical and its affiliated companies 
entered into receivership in 1980. In 1983, Woodward- 
Clyde Consultants, under the direction of the New York 
State Department of Environmental Conservation, 
conducted a preliminary investigation of the site. In 
1984, Velzy Associates conducted a limited study Of 
!hf site for the propep owners. Additicrlal wark was 
performed by C.A. Rich Consultants in response to a 



I ~.:ieS tor information by the U E bnkwp4ey M ' tor in hst four to five years two tenant busine ses 1 nave men operrting at the site under the s u p  ision 

I Q! tc\e Bankruptcy court 
a 

A preliminary evaluation by EPA on July 1988 r ealed 
the presence of hazardous waste held in contai e n  
(e.y. drums) and other holding unhs (treatment asins, 
atxqround tanks, and a sump). In September 1988, 
EPA performed work consisting of the overpacki g 
andlor stabilization of deteriorated containen an 
h~iding unils. A second operable unit RI/FS (0 4) 
dealing with the ukimate disposal of the above 

Ju!y 1989. The Record of Decision for OU-ll w 

approved, treatment facilities. 

\ 
mentioned hazardous wastes was completed by PA in 

issued on September 1989. The selected reme is d currently being implemented and consists of : 
compatibility testing, bulking!consolidation, and ~ 
treatrnenVdisposai of the wastes at off-site, EPA- 

SCOPE AND ROLE OF OPERABLE UNIT 

EPA divided the remedial work being conducted the 
Claremont Polychemical site into two operable un' a 
The fist operable unit addresses the overall site 
remediation (groundwater and soil) and is the lo s of 
this document. This RilFS contains the detailed 

I 
information and da!a used in determining the nat re 
and extent of the problem, and the development f k remedial allernatives to address the problem. 

1 

As discussed above, the second operable unit 
only with the wses  hela in comainers and 
units. In September 1989, €PA decided to 
these wastes and treat!'dispose of the 
This action, which includes the 
the building (e.g. drums) and 

aboveground tanks), is currently ongoing. 
inside the holding units (eg. 

The overall objec!ive of the remediation is to 
the wncen:ra' m d cornaminants 
prote,li~e of hum:: health and the 
remedy selected wi\\ achieve this objective by: 1 

o burldma oeconrammatlon. Removal of all 
hazardous materials frm the building will 
eliminate any potential risk to huxan health 
and the environment, and will allow for 
'unrestricted use ol the building in the future. 

0 RernwalKreatment of Underaround Tanks, 
Liauid Wastes. and Associated Soils. 
Removal and treatment ol these wastes will 
result in the elimination of the threat to human 
health and the environment from possible 
contact wiih the wastes. Also will result in the 
eradication of a bngtenn source ol 
groundwater contamination 

SUMMARY OF SIT€ RISKS 

A baseline risk assessment was developed as part of 
the remedial investigation for Claremont Polychemical. 
The risk assessment evaluates the potential impacts on 
human health and the environment if the contamination 
at the sle is not remediated. This information is used 
by EPA to make a determination as to whether 
remediation of the site may be required. 

Two basic scenarios were developed based on present 
(industrial) and possible future (residential) land use at 
the Site. Under both scenarios several pathways 
(direct contact, inhalation and ingestion) were 
evaluated for exposure to surface and subsurface soils, 
air, resuspended building dust, and ground water used 
for drinking and domestic purposes. The populations 
evaluated included on-site residents; off-site residents 
(including students and recreational users); and 
workers. Two estimates were developed, 
corresponding to the maximum concentration detected 
or 'worst case scenario' and a representative exposure 
or 'most reasonable case'. EPA considers risks in the 
range of lo4 to 30' to be acceptable. This risk range 
can be interpreted to mean than an individual may 
have a one in ten thousand to a one in a million 
increased chance of developing cancer as result of 
site-related exposure to a carcinogen over a 70-year 
lifetime under the specific exposure conditions at the 
Site. 

0 Soil Treatment. Treatmew of the soil to re ove 
the mobile organlc coixaminailon will resul! in 

conlan;~'natim o! Ihe groundwater. 

1 
the elim~nation of a long-term source of ' 

o Groundv:a!er Treatment. Extraction and i 

treatment of the contaminated groundwater 
contain the migration of the plume and in t 
will achieve Federal and Sla!e standards fo 
volatile organic contaminants, 

Eased on the RI repon some of the contaminants of 
concern are: tetrachloroethene (PCE) and bis(2- 
ethylhwy~phthalae !BEHP) in soil; l , l , l -  
trichloroethane, telrachloroethene and bis(2- 
ethylhexyOphthalate in grwndwater; cadmium, 
chromium and copper in the building; and 2-butanone, 
toluene and bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthaiate in the 
underground storage tanks. 

T J 1 ' S  bnselinc :x%ngerment assessment indicates 
thi! the most significant public heakh risk results from 



_ _ -  
Maximum Concentmion ol Selected 
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the ingestion I% armnowater, inhalation of ground 
vo1a:iIes (e.g. wt,:.? showling), and the inhalation 
resuspended ddst inside the building under the fu 
use scenario. Under the representative and worst. 
case scenario, the lifetime excess cancer risk of 
drinking the on-site groundv:ater are i .3E x ID4 ar 
4.53 x lo4,  respectively. This indicates that an 
indiuidua! has a one in ten thovsand and, a five in 
thousand CLaxe d d2ce:;p;nQ cancer as a rssuk 
drinking this wa!er. Similarly, the representative a 
worst-case risk for people inhaling the on-site 
groundv;a:er volatiles are 4.36 x 10' and 1.45 x 11 . .  . 
respectively. Under the representative-case scena 
the potential excess cancer risk associared with 
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case risk is 0.59 x lo4; the worst-case risk is 
3.20 x i 04. 

The risk assessment contains the conclusion that direct 
exposure to site soils does not represent a significant 
risk to human health and the environment. However, 
they do pose a significant indirect risk by being a 
continuous source of groundwater contamination. 
Contaminants in excess of Federal and Stae standards 
were detected in the site groundwater plume. €PA 
policies and regulations allow remedial actions to be 
taken whenever cross-media impacts result in the 
exceedance of one or more Maximum Contaminant 
Levels. Consequently, soil remediation is warranted to 
remove this continuous source of contamination into 
the groundwater and expedite compliance with Federal 
and State groundwater standards. 

Actual or threatened releases of hazardous substances 
from this site, if not addressed by the preferred , 

alternative or one of the other active measures 
considered, may present a current or potential threat to 
the environment through the groundwater pathway. 

SUMMARY OF REMEDLAL ALTERNATIVES 

The remedial alternatives are organized according to 
the media areas which they address: soil (SC), 
groundwater (OW), building (BD) and underground 
tanks 0. These alternatives were screened .based on 
implementability, effectiveness, and cost. The screening 
resulted in remedial alternatives upon which a detailed 
analysis was performed. Those alternatives considered 
in detail are discussed below. Time to implement' is 
defined as the period of time needed for the akernative 
to be staned (e.g. amount of time needed for the 
construction of a treatment facility). It does include the 
time required for remedial design activities which is 
assumed to take 2 years. 

SOILS 

~~~edidAhem;i l ive~ for Contaminated Soils (SC) 

0 SC-1 No Further Action 
o S C - 3  E x c a v a t i o n l O f f - s i t e  

I~~cir!eidtion,BackZii with Clean Son 
0 SC4 ExcavationlLow Temperature 

Enhanced Voiatil ization/On-Site 
Redeposition 

o SC-5 In-Sltu Vacuum Extraction 

~ ~ -.-- ~ 

expcsirre ' 3  r~sus?ended bui:ding dvs! is E37 x 10 
and 5.09 x 10' under the worse-case scenario. 



A T d e  SC1: No Further Action 1 
Cepnal Cost: none 
0 B M Con: $34,900 per year 
Present Worth Cost: $564,300 
Zne ro !mplement: 1 month 

The No Action alernative provides the baseline 
for comparison with other soil alternatives. 
alternative, the contarninated soil is left in 
treatment. A long-term groundwater monitoring 
program would be implemented to track 
of contaminants from the soil into the 
Existing monitoring wells would be 
Five yeai reviews would be 
need for funher actions. 

Remedial investigation-related roll-off containers a 
drums contahing soils and drilling mud would 
be transponed off-site for treatment and disposal. 

Alternative SC-3 ExcavationOffSie 
IncineratioW5ackfill with Clean Soil 

Capital Con: $1 8,535,100 
0 & M Cost: nme 
Present Wonh Cost: S18,535,100 
T i e  to Implement: 3.5 years 

Site preparation for the remedial implementation 
include a parking area, equipment staging area 
stockpile area. SuppoR facilities (e.g. 
also be ins:alled on the ske. An estimated 
6,240 cubic yards (cy) of soil would be excavated. 
Excava!ion would be conducted under moistened 
conditions by spraying water over the surface to 
minimize fugitive dust and volatile contaminant 
emissions. The soii would be stockpiled prior to 
transponation to an off-site facility. The 
would be transported to an on-site, 
incineration facility for treatment and 
roll-on coxainers and drums coniajning 
be re-packed into tte same type of 
transponed foi &.site intinera,ion along 
Glean sail VLN!~ be used to backfill the 
area. Si2 restoration would include the 
~opsoi(and seeding. 

Akematke SC4: Excaaior,,?hSte L w  Temper 
Enhanced 'vblatiliiorrrOWc 

Capital Cost: $2,262,500 
0 8 M Cost: none 
Present Worth Cost: 52,262,500 
Time to Implement: 3.5 years 

.Site piepd:&On ~ n d  soii excavation would be 1 

performed as in Altemaliu~ SC3. An ~'u)B!MI 9NB 
cy of contaminated soil would be treated in a mobile 
enhanced volatilization (low temperature thermal 
ertraction) unt brought on ske. Low temperature 
thermal extraction consists of a feed system, thermal 
processor, afterburner, and scrubbr. The excavated 
contaminated soil is placed in the feed hopper wkh a 
backhoe. The soil is then conveyed from the hopper 
to the thermal processor. Hot air from an air heater is 
injected into the thermal processors al a normal 
operating temperature of 260% (WF) which is well 
above the boiling points of most volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). The volatilized compounds and 
moisture in the contaminated soil is then burned at 
lO9D"C (2000°F) in an afierburner operated to ensure 
complete destruction. A ponion of the offgas is 
recirculated as combustion air to minimize fuel usage. 
The off-gas is then treated at the scrubber for 
paniculate removal and acid gas adsorption. The 
off-gas leaves the system at a temperature of less than 
93'C (2OO0F). 

The volatilized contaminant-laden gas also can be 
treated by an activated carbon adsorption unit instead 
of an afierburner for PCE removal. A bag filter would 
be used to remove particulates from the gas-before t 
enters the carbon adsorption unit. The treated soil 
would be free of volatile organics and would be stored 
for sampling and then used as backfill in the excavated 
areas. Site restoration would be performed as in 
Alternative SC-3. The roll-of containers and drums 
containing RI soil can also be treated with the soil. 

Alternative SGS: lnSiu Vacuum Emadion 

Capital Cost: $385,600 
0 & M Cost: none 
Present Worth Cost: $385,600 
Time to lrnplernent: 4 years 

Sfie preparation would be performed as in Alternative 
SC-3. However, the soil. is let in place undisturbed. 
therefore no excavation would be required. This 
alternative involves the installation of vacuum extraction 
wells over the contaminated soils. Each well would 
have a maximum depth of 10 feet. The vacuum wells 
would be connected via a pipe system to a 
skid-mounted high volume vacuum pump. The vacuum 
would pull air through the contarninated soils, within a 
radius d approximately ZO feat from the wells, 
depending on soil composition and volatility of the 
contaminant. The air containing the stripped VOCs 
would be fed through a condenser to recover the free 
product and moisture, and then through an emissions 
control system, i.e., a vapor phase carbon adsorption 
sr!em. I!?e condenscf yoc'x: 'NOU'.; be drummed 
and transponed to an df-site treatment and disposal 



- 3s an incinerator). The rd 
_?. .i - .  - .- - .: soil can also be treated o she 
, p 5  ,,,,? .--. 
,*.. 

P 
. . - .... i;::gj by using a one-pipe systern within 
,, . , C i  ~t.:t;;ii to a vacuum pump. The tr ated 
. ' . : -, ,-UJ on.site for bacMilling and 
remadin'l 1 

Remedinl Alternatives for Contaminat 
Groundwater (OW) i 

o G V G  F.umping!Air StrippingIReinjectio 
Southem Site Boundary (0.2 mgd) I 

r G\5'.2A Pimping/Air Strippingmeinjection 
' ' Leading Edge of Plume (1.9 mgd) . ' 

o OW-33 PumpingIAir Stripping!Reinjection 
Southem Site Boundary and Downgradien 
(1.0 mQd) 

o G W - 5 A  Pump ing lUV-Chemica  
Oxid2rim'Reinjection; Leading Edge o 
Plume (1.9 mgd) 

o G W - 5 8  Pump ing /UV-Chemica  
0xidation:Reinjection; Southern Sitt 
Boundary and Downgradient (1.0 mgd) 

Alternative GW-1: No Further M i  

Capital Cost: none 
0 B M Cost: $28,400 
Present Worth Cost: 5464,400 
Time to Lmpltment: I year 

This alternative includes the use of existing wells t 
conduct a long-term groundwater sampling progra 
which would monitor the migra:ion of contaminant 
concern in the aquifer. A total of ten wells, includ 
existing upga5kntt, on4te and downgradien welt 
would be utiked in order to sample the groundw~ 
:dram the s h a h  to wiper ponisns d the aquifer 
to track marnl:zn: ir+al'on on-sire. Regular 
five-year r?:br ww~id be peflormed to assess th 
need lo. I c~....m,al - -.*.:': remedial actions. 

Capital Coa: S214.800 
0 & h4 Cost: $378.700 
Present Wonh cost: $3,350,500 
Time to Irpem;?!: 7.5 year; 

This alternative includes the installation of three 
extraction wells downgradient of the she in order to 
extract 0.2 million gallons per day (rngd) of 
groundwater from the she contaminant plume. This 
groundwater would be piped to the Old Bethpage 
Landfill groundwater treatment system for treatment 
and disposal, m e  Landfill groundwater treatment 
systern is currently under construction and scheduled 
to be completed in 1991. The 0.2 mgd is the 
maximum allowable input from the Ciarernont She to 
the Landfill pump and treatment systern due to design 
limitations of that system. The treated effluent would 
be reinjected into the aquner through a recharge basin 
being constructed as pan of the Landfill system. This 
flow rate Is below the modeled maximum pumping rate 
of 1.9 rngd estimated for removal and treatment of the 
site contaminant plume. (The original estimate of the 
volume of contaminated groundwater to be treated was 
much less than the current estimate). In eddlion, the 
landfill treatment system is only planned to operate for 
10 years based upon the time estimated for 
remediation to the completed for the Old Bethpage 
plume. Long-term monitoring using the new extraction 
and existing wells would be perlormed for 30 years in 
order to monitor any continued migration of remaining 
contamination in the groundwater, both during and 
after the operation of the landfill treatment system. 

Alternative OW* PumpinglPretreatmentlAir 
SlrippinglCabn Adsorptionl3einjeRion; Pumping at 
the Leading Edge of the Plume (1.9 mgd) 

Capital Cost: $4,044,700 
0 & M Coa: $1,622,900 
Present Worth Cost: $28,978,000 
Time to implement: 3 years 

In this alternative, three eflraction wells would be 
installed downgradient 01 the sle on rhe Bethpage 
State Park property in order to capture the entire site 
contaminant plume. Approximately 1.9 mgd would be 
pumped to an on-sire treatment facility. m e  treated 
groundwater would be pumped to a discharge System 
tor reinjection to the aquter via three reinjection wells. 
The siting of the exlraction wells would be completed 
during the design phase based on technical criteria. 

The groundwater treatment facility would consist of two 
major processes. pretreatment to remcve mQds (:ran, 
manganese, arsenic, and Wlium) and air strippers 
followed by a carbon adsorption system to remove 
volatile and semivolatiie organics. The pretreatment 
system is designed to effectively reduce the metal 
concentrations in the groundwater below the Federal 
and New York State Groundwater Standards. This 
pretreatment sysmn w~)illJ corisist o; .. i ~ f t i i ~  
precipitation system and dual media pressure filter. 



The resuhing sludge would require 0ff.Silc troatmo t 
an0 otsposal. n 
Two air strippers in series followed by liquid phas 
carbon adsorption would be used to lower the I 
organic contamination below the state requirem 
groundwater standards. Approximately 95 to 99 
peizent of the volatile organics would be rem 
air stripping. The stripped groundwater would be 
pumped to a two-stage liquid phase carbon 
for removal of the remaining volatiles and B 
phenol. The volatile organic emissions from the ai 
stripping would be adsorbed on a vapor phase 
activated carbon system in order to meet a 
standards. Once the vapor phase and liqu 
carbon is exhausted, it would be 
regeneration or incineration, thus 
contaminants. Two treatment trains (pa 
for treating the groundwater) rated at 660 
minute (gpm) each would be required. 

Environmental monitoring would be required durin the 
Vie of the treatment plant operation (i.e., 30 years). Air 
emissions would be monitored to confirm complian e 
of the air discharge limit. Groundwater samples w uld 
be taken every six months to monitor groundwater 
Contamination migration and effectiveness of 
remediation. Under this alternative it is estimated o 
take 62 years to achieve remediation of the 
groundwater plume. i 
Ahernative GW3B: PumpingPretreatmenYAir 
StrippingCarbon Adsorptio~9einjeclion; Pumping 
the Southern Sire Boundary and Downgradient (1. 
mga 

Capital Cost 54,936,000 
0 8 M Cost: S1,100,400 (first ten years) 

S701,900 (next six years) 
Present Worth Cost: S15.620,400 
T i e  to Implement: 3 years 

In this Alternative, two extraction wells would be 
insialled slightly downgrasent of the southern 
bmndary 01 me s?e to capture the most contamin ted 
gv;rrvjwa!er. Two additional extraction wells woul be 
located downgradient from the site to capture the ff- 
sire (diimed) migrating plume. Groundwater would be 
pumped at a r z e  o! 7 mad and trea!od on-she as in 
Alternative G w - ~ X  1.: ??is a!!ern%wz fsur treat 
trains rated a! 175 gp". uionid be ~ s e d .  Treated 
groundwater u a l d  be rehiead in;o the aquiter. 4 
This alterna:ive would be implemented m wm 
During the firs phase extraction wells wmdd be 
ins:alled 21 :he scrshern houri?: ;I rqr ir ing two 
treatmerli trains to treat !he concenlrated 

plurno. Dufinp ihn amand phnm thm Sin@ 
groundwater plume would be earaaed, requiring the 
installation of two additional treatment trains. In 
between these phases (approximately 1-2 years), 
critical information would be developed concerning the 
impact of neighboring pump and treatment systems 
(e.g. Old Bethpage Landfill) on the Claremont 
Polychemical plume. Additional sampling would be 
conducted to funher delineate the eaent of the 
Claremont plume. Implementing this remedy in two 
phases would provide increased overall efficiency and 
flexibility. This optimized extraction and treatment 
system design would be better able to address the 
remediation of the Claremont. site plume. It is 
estimated that 16 years of pumping and treatment 
would be required to complete the groundwater 
remediation. 

Akernative GW-SA: PumpinglPretreatmentRNChemical 
OxidatiorJReinjeaion; Pumping a the Leading Edge d 
the Plume (1.9 mgd) 

Capital Cost: $4,088,900 
0 & M Cost: $108,000 
Present Worth Cost: $21,121,100 
Time to implement: 3 years 

This remedial alternative is similar to Alternative GW-3A 
except that a chemical oxidation process rather than air 
strippingladsorption process would be used to remove 
the volatile and semivolatile organics in the 
groundwater. An ultraviolet light-hydrogen peroxide 
oxidation system is selected as the representative 
process to treat the contaminated gro~ndwater. This 
oxidation system would employ a combination of 
hydrogen peroxide (H,OJ and ultraviolet (UV) light to 
chemically oxidize the organic contaminants in the 
groundwater to carbon dioxide, water and chlorides. 
Muhiple units would be required. The treated 
groundwater would have organic concentrations below 
State and Federal standards. 

Alternative GW-5B: PumpingPretr~ntlwChemical 
OxidakxVReinjection; Pumping a! the Southern Site 
Boundary and Downgradient (1.0 mgd) 

Capkal Cost: $4,069,800 
0 8 M Cost: $1,008,600 (first ten years) 

656.000 (next six years) 
fresent Worth Cost $13,9G2,300 
Tme to implement: 3 years 

Grounbwatei extraction, pretreatment, and reinjection 
would be accomplished as in Alternative GW-38. The 
UV-H,O, system would operate as in Alternative GW-SA 
except that smaller trezment units vctrld be used. 



?e,nRdial Ahernatives for BuUdii  (BD) 1 
tu- I  tuo Further Action -. ?? 2 Euilding 
T.::!mant and Disposal 

hWnz!ke ED-1: No Further Action )I 
Capital Cost: $8,800 
0 & M Ccst S2,100 per year 
F;esr.x 'iionh Cost: $41,100 
t i e  to Implement: 1 month 

Tne No Act~on alternative provides the baselin 
which &her a1:ernatives can be compared. It 

condensers irltacl in the building. 
security measure implemented to 
bul1;l;ng bouid be waterproof~ng 

A iong-term maintenance program, including sit 
inspections, would be implemented in order to 
that the building is comp;etely sealed and is 
accessible to the publ~c in the future. 

Allemdire 03-2: Building Decontamination I 
Caphal Cost: S186.200 
0 & M Coa: none 
Present Wonk Con: $1 86,200 
Tme to implement: 1 month 

The inside con:aminated surfaces of the 
walls, floors, a?d hoods) would be decontaminat 
using dusting, vewuming and wiping 
addnion three dud collectors on the roof would b 
emptied. Th? c3116:ted d.H. wwld 
an ofkite treatmsnl a-~d d i v !  facility. fhe 
.contamina:ed vmer h t k  lbur 
also would be rernoksd a 3  asposed of off-site. 

UNDERGROUND STORAGETANKS I 
Remed.al Memakves lor Underground bwage 
Tanks (-q 

Capkal Cost: $2,600 
0 & M Cost: 52,200 per year 
Present WoRh Cost: $64,300 
time to lmplement: 4 months 

Under this alternative the underground tanks and 
contents would be leh in place. The large amounts of 
hazardous materials contained in the tanks would 
continue to constitute a potential source of soil and 
groundwater contamination. A monitoring program 
using the existing monitoring wells would be 
established to detect the movement of these 
compounds into the groundwater. 

Capital Coa: $336,300 
0 & M Cost: none 
Present Worth Cost: $336,300 
Time to Implement: 4 months 

This aiternative entails excavation of overburden soils, 
pumping of tank contents, tank cleaning, removal of 
tanks and appunenant equipment, off-site 
disposal/treatment of tanks, equipment and liquid 
waste, and backlilling with clean soil. 

The underground tanks and appurtenant piping would 
be drained and cleaned of any residual sludge. Tanks 
would be hoisted and subsequently loaded on trucks 
and hauled for off-she disposal. Other components of 
the tank farm, such as pumps, concrete pads, and the 
pumphouse, would be demolished and transported off- 
site for disposal. At the disposal facili, the steel 
tanks would be retested lor hazardous waste contents. 
Nonhazardous tanks would either be sold for scrap w 
landfilled, depending on the ertent to which they can 
be decontaminated. Hazardous tanks and tank 
contents would be disposed of at an off-site EPA- 
approved hazardous waste treatment and disposal 
facility. 

Highly contaminated soils discovered during tank 
excavation would be stockpiled in roll-off containers 
and 9~Ssequently transported to an off-site EPA- 
ke.med treatment and disposal facility. Sampling of 
the soils undertying the lank farm would be conducted 
es part of this alternative to funher delineate the nature 
and extent of soil contamination within this area and to 
assess effectiveness of the remedy. 

0 T-1 No Furthe: Action 
0 1-2 Fiemxal and Off.Sile Disposal 



Ths p!ale;red alternr:ive for the remediaion of tlie site 
ccmbnes source control alternatives wlth active 
rmo:ation of the groundwater. Altern 
i~dvai tor i  oi the contaminated soils, on-slte low 
!"pa!::e thermal treatment, and on-site re 
is t4e preferred alternative to clean up the soils. 
preferred alternative for remediation of 
conramination 6 alternative OW-38, 
groundwater at the site perimeter and down 
fsllowed by treatment (metal precipitation, 
and carbon adsorption) and reinjection of 
water into the aquifer. Alternative ED-2 a 
preferred alternatives for the buildin 
tank areas. Alternative ED-2 entails 
contaminated dust from the building by 
wiping, and removal oi the liquid waste 
and condensers. Under alternative T-2, the 
underground storage tanks, tank conte 
around it would be excavated and dis 
offsite treatment facilii. 

Based on current information, this combination of 
alternatives provides the best balance among the nine 
criteria lhat EPA uses to evaluate alternatives and to 
ensure thzt all imponant considerations are factor d 
into remedy selection decisions. The Analysis se ion 
profiles the perlormance of the preferred alternati 
against the nine criteria, noting how it compares t 
other options unoer consideration. i 
The evaluation criteria is noted below and explain 
below. 

0 Overall orolection of human health and the 
envito?ment addresses whether or not a 
remedy provides adequate protection and 
describes how risks posed through each 
exposure pathway (based on a reasonable 
maximdm exposure scenario) are eiiminatej, 
reduced, or cowdied through treatment. 
engineering controis, or institutional controls. 

o . Com~liance with a~~licable or relevant and 
a ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  reauirements M A R ' S )  addresses 
whether or not a remedy would meet all of the 
app!icable or relevant and apptopnae 
requirements of other Federal and State 
enhnmeml  92:Jies and requirements or 
provide grounds lor invoking a waiver. 

0 Lonwerrr, effectiveness and permanence r 
to the abilry of a remedy to maintain reliabi 
protection of human health and the 
environment over time, once cleanuw goals 
have been met. It a!so addrtses the 

magnitude nnd Mis!Mw#nm d he 
that may be required to manage the risk 
posed by treatment residuals ~ d / 0 1  untreated 
wastes. 

Redaction of toxicitv, rnobilitv, or volume 
through treatment is the anticipated 
perlormance of the lreatment technologies, 
with respect to these parameters, a remedy 
may employ. 

S~OR-term eflectivenesf addresses the period 
of time needed to achieve prmection and any 
adverse impacts on human health and the 
environment that may be posed during the 
construction and implementation period until 
cleanup goals are achieved. 

Im~lemenlabllhr is the technical and 
administrative feasibility of a remedy, including 
the availability of materials and services 
needed to implement a particular option. 

Con includes estimated capital and operation 
and maintenance costs, and net present 
worth costs. 

State acce~tance indicates whether, based on 
its review of the RIPS and Proposed Plan, the 
State concurs wlth, opposes, or has no 
Comment on the selected remedy at the 
present time. 

Communitv acceptance will,be assessed in 
the Record of Decision (ROD) and refers to 
the public's general response to the alterna- 
tives described in the Proposed Plan and the 
RIFS reports. 

Comparison Among Soa (SC) Ahematives 

The following discussion compares the relative 
perlormance of each soil alternative using the specific 
evaluation crlleria listed previously. 

Overall Protection of Human Heahh and the 
Environment --- 

Alternative SC-1 does not meet the remedial objectives, 
thus lt is not protective of human health and the . 
environment. As a result of this alternative, the 
groundwater would continue to be contaminated by the 
soil source for some unknown period. Alternatives 
SC-3, SC-4 and to some ellent SC-5 would meet the 
remedial objective of protecting the groundwater from 



I ihi. soil source by achieving the cleanup l8vd in -. . , , w - , ~ + e ,  Cie~~~allvas SC-3, SC4 and SC-5 (to 
I Iasser extent) are protective of human health 

environmem 

o Com~liance with ARARs 

A!; teshno!o$es proposed for use in Alternative 
through SC.5 would be designed and 
sZis?y all AWRs. Federal and State 

hazardous wastes to an off-site 
be followed. The off-site 
fully EPA-approved. 
using specific 
as appropriate, to comply with land disposal 
restrictions. 

o lona-Term Effectiveness and Permanence 

Ahernatbe SC-1 would only monitor the migration 
the contaminants and does not 
containment. Therefore, it does not provide 
permanent Long-term prmection of 
site. 

o Reduction in Toxicitv. Mobiliv, or Volume 

Alternatives SC-3. SC4 and SC-5 are similar in 
ability to mitigate the risks through the removal 
treatment of site contaminants to meet the requ 

Aiternative SC-1 would provide a very slow and gr 
reduction in toxicity through rainfall percolation. It 
would provide no reduction in contaminam 

cleanup levels. Alternatives SC-3 and SC-4 providp 
high degree of effictiveness since they can effectively 
remove the contaminants from the soil. Although 
Alternative SC.5 is intended to have a sirnilar &ilk/ 
mitigate soil con:amination, due to the technical 
limaations of in-situ process, SC-5 may nm ensure 
removal of contaminants to the cleanup level. 

Alternatives SC-3, SC4, and SC-5 again are simila 
that each wo-Id result in significant reductions in t 
toxicty, mob%)., and volume of thetreated 
Material toxicity would be reduced by thermal 
destruction of con:aminants in kllernatkes 
SC4 and by off-site treameru d the mdensed 
uryanic prOd~S in SC.5. Alternative SC-3 would 
provide the grea:ast degree of reduction in 
the contaminants followed by SC4 and SC-5. 

a 

to 

o Shon-Term Effectiveness 

The implemen!a:ion of Ahernative SC-1 would not r 
in additional r ~ s k  lo the community during 

implernentatlon. Akornotlvsa 004. OG*, ana SG-5 
include activities such as contaminated soil excavation 
and off-site transpon or on-site treatment that could 
potentially expose residents to volatilied contaminants 
and contaminated dust. Engineering controls and 
other measures (e.g. restricting access to the slte to 
authorized personnel only) would effectively eliminate 
any impact these activities would have on nearby 
residents. Altematbe SC-5 includes in-shu treatment of 
contaminated soils, so exposure risks to residents from 
excavation is much less of a concern for this alternative 
than SC-3 and SC4. Undei alternatives SC4 and 
SC-5, proper air emission control unkr would be 
installed to minimize the potential for public health 
exposures because of low-level emissions from the 
on-ske treatment units. 

Alternative SC.1 would resull in a lower overall risk to 
workers than other alternatives since subsurface soil is 
not disturbed. Alternatives SC4 and SC-5 provide 
treatrnent on-site, thereby reducing potential risk to 
residents along transportation routes. Alternatives SC- 
3, SC4, and SC-5 would present a potential for worker 
exposure to volatilized Contaminants during waste 
excavation and/or handling. To minimize andlor 
prevent such exposures, use of personal protection 
equipment would be necessary. 

SC-1 would be implemented in approximately one 
month. Alternatives SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 would be 
implemented in about 3.5, 3.5 and 4 years, , 

respectively. 

Components of Alternatives SC-1, SC3, SC4 and SC-5 
would utilize relatively common construction equipment 
and materials. Little construction difficulty would be 
encountered with any of the alternatives. However, 
Alternative SC-1 would be the easiest to implement. 

The technologies proposed for use in the alternatives 
are proven and reliable in achieving the specified 
process efficiencies and performance goals. Low . 
temperature thermal enhanced volatilization and 
vacuum extraction have been successfully tested at 
other Superfund sires. However, there is a greater 
degree of uncertainty regarding the achieving of 
cleanup levels using &j& vacuum extraction since 
this technology has only been performed on a limited 
full-scale basis at sirnilar Contaminant concentration 
levels. 

The !ma1 v w n t  worth costs for !he alternatives 
evaluated ranged from $385,500 vacuum 



e~:ia;'ii~aj to 51 8,535,100 (off -she treatment and 
d... -?-..st . , Present worth considers a 5% 

any operation and maintenance cost. Therefore, 
present wonh for these alternatives 
SC.5; visuld be the same as the 
provides the same protection as 
fraction ol the cost (S2,262.500 
Abhough alternative SC-5 is 
than SC-3 and SC4, it may 
d protection. 

o State Acceptance ~ 
NYSDEC concurs with the preferred alternative 
selected. 

Comparison of the Groundwater (OW) Akernath 4 
The following section compares the relative 
petformance of each groundwater alternative. l 

o Overall Protection of Human Heanh and the 
Environment 

The no-action alternative would not protect huma 
health and the environment. Existing contaminati n 
would continue to degrade the aquifer and migra e 
off-site. a. 
Alternative OW-2 would not ensure prolection 
health of future users of the aquifer nor would ii 
improve the overal: qualky of the aquifer or 
continued migra:;on of conlamination. 

Each d the alternatives OW-3R, GW-30, OW-5A nd 
OW-50 would be significantly more protective tha GW- 
1 or OW-2 since they would reduce the toxicity, 
mobility, and volilme of contaminants in the aquif rs. 
Each treatment ahernative considered would equ lly 
protect humzn heanh and the ewironment howev r. 
the amount of t~me requlreo to a:hieve the AWIR 
varles greatly among akernatives. i 

o Com~liance with ARARs I 
Alternathes GW-1 and GW-2 would result in 
contamiqant conce~lra!ions remaining above 
[tor drmking v<z:er or proiectlon of the gromdwat 
resources) for a long period of time (103 years). 

Alternatives GW-3A, GVJaE, GW-5A and OW-50 
be designed to achieve all drinking water 
well as those required for groundwater 
Y'atec' %!er stream whizh is to be 
these alterna!ives would be capable 

roquirad ssntaminrnl rrrnbud lruak. bormurrs 
experience wiih UV-chemical systems is limited, Its. 
effectiveness is slightly less cenain but considered 
achievable. Each of the alternatives would comply wkh 
air emission standards as well as regulations for the 
handling and disposal of the generated wastes (e.9. 
spent carbon). 

o Lona-Term Effectiveness and Permanence 

Alternative OW-1 does not prwide treatment but would 
attempt to restrict usage d contaminated groundwater. 
Alternative OW-2 provides shon-term treatment, but 
would not restore the contaminated aquifer for Its best 
beneficial future use. 

Alternatives OW-3A, GW-36, OW-SA, and OW-50 all 
reduce the potential risks associated with groundwater 
ingestion by extracting, treating, and recharging the 
treated groundwater to remove contaminants from the 
aquifer. The time required to achieve these risk 
reductions depends on the effective extraction rates 
from the aquifer and limitations on extraction system 
placement due tothe large area on the contaminant 
plume. Long-term effectiveness of each system is 
dependent on monitoring and maintenance of the - 
treatment system. 

Alternatives OW-1 and OW-2 would take approximately 
100 years to achieve the remedial action objectives. 
Alternatives OW-3A and 5A would theoretically achieve 
the remedial action objectives in 62 years, whereas 
OW-36 and 50 would achieve the remedial action 
objectives in approximately 16 years. 

Proper air pollution control measures would be 
established under alternatives OW3A and OW36 to 
offset potential risks from the air stripper(s), while no 
pollution control measures are deemed necessary for 
alternathes OW-50 and 5A. Alternatives GW3A and 
OW39 require the disposal of more spent carbon than 
OW-5A and GW-56 since vapor phase carbon . 
adsorption is used. 

o Reduction in Toxicitv. Mobili, or Volume 

Alterna!ive OW-1 would very slowly and gradually 
rehce the toxicity of contaminants through dilution. 
Anemrive OW-2 would reduce the toxicity and volume 
of cornaminants more rapidly than OW-1. Neither 
Alternative OW-1 nor GW-2 would permanently reduce 
the mobility of the contaminants. For alternative OW-2, 
the off-site poRion of the contaminated groundwater 
plume would continue to migrate downgradient and 
reduction of loxicity. mobility and volume would be 
achieved only by ~ ' . ? : c a i  ?c?nuaticn. 



, - - . .  ., .. 
7 ,  , whil+y, and volume of 

.. . 

r s d r a i  u~ .I ni; u~yanic compounds. 

c Sho:~.Tem Effectiveness I 
Irnolerne~!a!icn d Alternative GW-1 would result i? no 
adGi;lur,i; ;I$;, ;G thz community during remedial 
activities. Alternative GW.2 could present additional 
risks to the community resulting from the installat on of 
the extraction wells and pipelines for transponatiqn of 
con!amina:ed groundwater. Alternatives OW34 38, 
and OW-5A and 56 include excavation activities, 
installation of the collection and reinjection system, and 
construction of the treatment plant which could result 
in potentially exposing residents to volatilized 
con tam in an:^ and contaminated dust. The treatrent ,.,.-,, ...-..3- . ,. - .. . d- - -E ;.3;lfl:ucled on-site. Proper 
engineering controls would ensure that the impac of 
such activities would be insignificant. Atl alternatives 
except Alternative GW-1 and GW-2 would provide a 
process residual requiring proper handling and 
disposal. 

Alternative GW-1 would result in no additional risk to 
workers, and GW-2 would result in a lower overall 
worker risk than o?%r alternatives because of the 
hired soil d!s!o:San:e act~vltles. Personal prote ion 
equipment would be used under alternatives OW A, 
OW-38, GW-5A and GW-56 to minimize the work r's 
potential exposure to volatilized contaminants duri g 
installation of the collection, treatment, and rechar e 
systems. i 
Alternative GW.; waul$ be easily imptemented. 
Alternaive GK-2 would require institutional 
management to maintain and operate the pumpin 
system and to coordinate with the Landfill treatme t 
System. Alterna!ives GWJA, GW.36, GW-5A and 
GW-56 would utilize re:atively common constructio 
equipment an3 rtzr?r;a!.s. !&ie construction difficu y 
would occur v.'~ a-rf 0: the alternatives. i 
The air strippiq and carbon adsorption technologi s 
proposed for use in Alternatives GW9A and GW-3 
are proven and reliable in achieving specified proc ss 
efficiencies a?? pefiorna~ce goals. While there h s i 

Deen limned experience with W-chemical oxidation, k 
has been successful in several groundwater treatment 
facirities. 

All proposed technologies are readily available from a 
number of sources, with the exception of W-chemical 
oxidation. It is expected that additional W-chemical 
equipment manufacturers would be available once this 
technology becomes more mature. 

Alternatives OW* OW-30, OW-SA, and OW-5B would 
require institutional management of the operation and 
maintenance of the treated Qroundwater reinjection 
system. Sting the treatment faciliiy would not present 
any problems as there is enough space available on- 
site. Associated otl-site fadllties (e.g. piping, pumps, 
extraction wells and reinjection wells) would be 
potentially more complex to locate as both technical 
and land use factors would be considered. 

Off-sle disposal facilities are available for the disposal 
of the pretreatment sludge and spent carbon 
generated from Alternatives OW-3A, GW3B, OW-5A 
and OW-58. 

0 - Cost 

The present worth costs of all GW alternatives ranged 
from $464,400 (GW-1) to $28,987,000 (GW4.A). 
Alternative OW-1 would be least expensive followed by 
OW-2, OW-50, GW3B, GW-5A and GW3A. Of the 
alternatives providing complete remediation of the 
groundwater contamination, Alternative OW-30 provides 
the lowest present worth cost, $15,620,400. 

o State Acce~tance 

NYSDEC concurs with the preferred alternative 
Selected. 

Comparison ol Building Atiematives (BD) 

Only two bullding alternatives: No-Action and Building 
Decontamination were evaluated. 

0 Overall Protection of Human Health and the 
Environment 

In Alemarive BD-I, hazardous material is lefr in the 
building. Human health and the environment remain 
protected only as long as building securiiy can be 
effectively enforced and building inlegriry maintained. 
Alternative BD-2 removes all hazardous material from 
the building so it is fully protective of human health 
and the environment. In addition, Alternative BD-2 
allows for future reuse of the building. 



I n Com~liance with ARARS I 
Altarnative ED-1 would not contravene 
since no action 
would comply wi~h the ARARs 
of the wastes to an 
treatment facili i would be fully 
therefore meet applicable regulations. 

I o Lona-Term Effectiveness and ~ermanende 
I 

building; hazardous materials would 

the building for off-site 
long-term exposure 
eliminated. Painting 
(alternative ED-2) 
and would allow 
the future. 

o Reduction in Toxicitv. Mobil i i  or Volume 

Ahernative B3-1 provides no reduction in 
volume of contaminants; mobility is not 
the building is set-contained. Alternative BD-2 
provides for comp:ete reduction in 
since all contaminaled rna:erial is 
building. 

o Shon-term Effectiveness I 
Imp1emen:ation o? BD-1 should result in no 
risks to the community or the environment 
building security and inlegrity can be maintained. 
Alternative BD.2 involves removal and 

Worker exposure risks would be 
use of persod proledion 
maintenance would 
BD-1. Building 

Both akerna!iues z e  readily impiementable; 
involves any major construction activities. 
services for build~ng decontamination are 
feasible and readily available. Alternative 
require instCu5onal ma.iag.eF?nt i.e., a lcnpterm 
building nain!enance progrzm, whereas Alternativ 

0 - Cost 

The present wonh costs for alternatives BD-1 and RD-2 
are $41,100 and $1 86,200, respectively. 

o State Accewance 

NYSDEC concurs with the preferred .stternatwe 
selected. 

Comparison d the Under~round Tank 0 Alternatives 

o Overall Protection of Hurran Hea2Pb and thi; 
Environment 

Alternative T-1 would nd proled human health and the 
environment as the threat of soil and  roundw water 
contamination would not be reduced. The excavation 
and remwal of contaminated tanks and their contents 
from the site r-2) would significantly reduce the 
potential human health and environmental risks 
associated with potential leaking of contaminants from 
tanks into the soil and groundwater. 

o Com~liance With ARARs 

Alternative T-1 would not comply wlth groundwater 
ARARs, as continual source of contamination would not 
be removed, The disposal of the underground tanks 
(T-2) would eliminate the source of contamination and 
would satisfy applicable State and Federal ARARs, as 
the tanks and related wastes would be removed, 
transporled, and disposed of in accordance with all 
regulations. 

o Lona-Term Effectiveness 

Under alternative T-1, the tanks and their associated 
hazardous wastes would remain as a potential source 
of soil and groundwater contamination. Alternative T- 
2, excavation and removal of the underground Storage 
tanks, tank debris, and highly contaminated soil from. 
the site, would reduce the potential human health and 
environmental risks associated with the tanks' potential 
for leaking contaminants into the soil and groundwater 
in the future. 

0 Reduction ot Toxicitv. Mobi l i i  or Volume 

No significant reduction of toxicity, mobility or volume 
would result from the implementation of the no-action 
alternative. Alternative T-2, excavation and off-site 
treatment, would resuh in a permanent reduction of 
toxicity, mobility m.l volume. The wastes wol!'?' be 
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co!n~lete!y remwed and enner Oestroyed et the 
rrermenr tacilii or reused I practical. 

c Ehon Term Effectiveness 

Alternative T-I would result in no additional risk o the 
communiry during impiement~tion. t 

The risk to workers during excavation would be 
minimized by the use of adequate personal 
equipnent to prevent direct contact with 
contaminated soil, liquids, and inhalation 
dust and volatile organic compounds. 

Thc potential public health threats to workers and 
residents associated with the implementation d 
alternative T-2 include: direct contact of workers 
tank contents and potentially contaminated soils; 
inhalation of fugiliie dust, organic vapors, and 
emissions generated during construction and 
excavation activities; and improper handling of scpil 
hazardous liquids. Several steps would be taken 
minimize these threats including: site access wo~ ld  
restrined to authorized personnel only, and dust 
control measures such as wind screens and water 
sprays would be used to minimize fugitive dust 
emissions. 

Olher potential short-term impacts contemplated 
part of T-2 would be an increzse in traffic and 
pollution resulting from hauling soils (as 
hazardous liquids, and tanks to an 
facility, as well as the traffic associated with 
transporting nev. s3ii for backl~ll to the Sne. 
Transportation of excavated 
introduce short-term risks with the 
along the transport route and 
public to hazardous material. 
would be deve!s;sd to address and minimize the 
likelihood and potential impact 
actual reme5iation period for this alternative is 
estimated to be B weeks. 

area 

with 

and 
to 

be 

All the components of both remedial alternatives a 
we!l developed and commercially available. The 
contained tanks a?d raated wanes would have to 
undergo a series 0: analyses prior to acceptance 
treatment a: t!x 03-she facilny. Sfiicieqt land is 
available at the site for mobil2ation and temporary 
storage of the exma4,ed Soil and 
pre-transpon decontamination. Excavation, 
tank decommissioning, transportation to an off-she 
treatment facility, solid and liquid waste 
restoration of the sife can be periormed rvi!hout an 
major diiicuhy. 

The total present w ~ n h  cost of alternative 7.1 is 
$64,300. The total present worth cost of alternative T- 
2, which represents the estimated construction cost for 
the eight week remediation program, is eslimated at 
$336,300. Operation and maintenance costs have not 
been included in the cost estimate since the duration 
of the remediation program is less than one year. 

o State Acce~tance 

NYSDEC concurs with the preferred alternative 
selected. 

SUMMARY OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

In summary, the preferred alternative will achieve 
substantial risk reduction through a combination d 
source control alternatives SC4 (low temperature 
enhanced volatilization of soil contaminants) and T-2 
(tank removal and off-site treatment), with active 
restoration of the groundwater (OW-3B), and building 
decontamination (BD-2). 

The preferred alternative achieves this risk reduction 
more quickly and at substantially less cost than the 
other options. Therefore, the preferred alternative will 
prwide the best balance of trade-offs among 
alternatives wlh respect lo the evaluating criteria 
Based on the information available at this time, EPA 
and the NYSDEC believe that the preferred alternative 
will be protective of human health and the environment, 
will comply with ARARs, will be cost effective, and will 
utilize permanent solutions and alternative treatment 
technologies or resource recovery technologies to the 
maximum exlent practicable. Tne remedy also will 
meet the statutory preference for the use of a remedy 
that involves treatment as a principal element. 
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~ i t b  History 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE CLAREMONT 
POLYCHEMICAL FA d IUTY BEGAN IN 1966 

PLANT OPERATION ~ E G A N  IN 1968 

MORE THAN A DRUMS WERE 
DISCOVERED NASSAU COUNTY 
DEPARTMENT 

MUST OF THE DRU S WERE GONE AND AREA OF 
CONTAMINATED SOI (SPILL AREA) WAS 
DISCOVERED IN 198 BY NCDOH a 
SOILS WERE EXCAV TED AND PLACED ON 
PLASTIC LINERS IN t 980 BY THE COMPANY 

COMPANY INTO CHAPTER 11 

NEW YORK DEPART ENT OF LAW ASSUMES THE 
LEAD ON THE SITE ATTEMPTS TO 
NEGOTIATE AN WITH RESPONSIBLE 
PARTY 



History 
n 2 of 3) 

SITE RECOMMENDE FOR PLACEMENT IN 
NATIONAL PRIORITY ST IN OCTOBER 1984 ' 

SITE WAS FINALLY LUDED IN NATIONAL 
PRIORITY LIST IN 1986 (RANKED 614) 

EPA ASSUMES IN 1986 AND SENDS 
OUT TO POTENTIALLY 

IN NOVEMBER 1987 

NO RESPONSE AND FUNDS FOR 
REMEDIAL STUDY 
(RIIFS) 

EBASCO SERVICES CONTRACTED BY EPA TO 
CONDUCT RIIFS (1" PERABLE UNIT) IN MARCH 
I988 

EPA CONDUCTS ACTION IN OCTOBER 
1988 TO 

SECOND RIIFS (2"d 0 ERABLE UNIT) IS OPEN IN 
APRIL 1989 TO ADDRESS THE DISPOSAL OF 
WASTES CONTAIN IN HOLDING UNITS (DRUMS, 
BASINS, ETC) 1 



History 
'n 3 of 3) 

IMPLEMENTATION REMEDY FOR 2* OPERABLE 
UNIT STARTS IN 1989 

RI/FS FOR 1" OPE UNIT IS FINALIZED AND 
REPORTS ARE FOR PUBLIC COMMENT 
IN AUGUST 1990 



REMEDIAU INVEST 'IGAT 



ry of Field 

SOIL-GAS SURVEY 

AIR MONITORING 

SURFACE SOlL 

SUBSURFACE 

MONlTORlNG 

HYDRAULIC TESTING 

WATER 

BUILDING SAMPLING 

UNDERGROUND ST0 GE TANK SAMPLING 



ry of Samples 
by EPA 

SOIL GAS SURVEI/ - 102 samples 

SOIL - 325 ce samples (25 locations) 

GROUNDWATER - 2 samples 

- OFFSITE WEL~S - 27 locations 

- SITE WELLS - 5 locations 

WiDERGROUND S~ORAGE TANKS - 23 samples 

PRIOR EPA WORK 1 
- BASINS I 

- SUMP i 
I 



Maximum Co of Selected 
in Soil, 

CONCEN- 
MATRIX COMPOUND TRATION 

lead 1 98 



Maximum Con entration of Selected 
Contaminan Detected in Soil, 

Groundwater, Bu and Underground 
~ a d k  Content 

MATRIX 

GROUND 
WATER 
( u g m  

1 I richloroethane 7- 
trichdroethene 

tetrachloroethene 

bis(2- thylhexyl) 
phtha t ate 

CONCEN- 
TRATION 

100 

260 

1,300 

160 

50 

1 59 



Maximum entration of Selected 
Detected in Soil, 

and Underground 

MATRIX 
BUILDING 
(uglwipe) 

CONCEN- 
TRATION 

70 



SSESSMENT 



~ x ~ b s u r e  Routes 

SOIL 

- INGESTION 

- DIRECT CON CT 

- INHALATION 

GROUNDWATER 

- INGESTION I 
- INHALATION F VOLATILE EMISSIONS 

BUILDING 

- INGESTION 04 RESUSPENDED DUST 

EXISTING ROUTES S. POTENTIAL FUTURE 
ROUTES 



I 
ealth Evaluatior: 

Use Conditions 

ARClNOGENlC CARCINOGENIC 
MDOSURE ROUTES &K .m!L 

SOIL ~CCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 

AIR A~CEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 



Public ealth Evaluation 
Future Off-Site Land Use Conditions H 

ARClNOGENlC CARCINOGENIC 
EXPOSURE ROUTE RISK 

SOIL CCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 

GROUNDWATER NACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 

AIR CCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 



ealth Evaluation 
Land Use Conditions 

EXPOSURE ROUTES 

SOIL 

GROUNDWATER 

AIR 

BUILDING 

ACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 

A~CEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE 

C U ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE 



FEAS IBILITY STUDY 



CON' 

o SC-I No Furthe 

o SC-3 Excavatio~ 
Clean Soil 

o SC-5 In-Situ Val 

ial Alternatives 

4MINATED SOILS 

Action 

Off-site IncinerationBackfill with 

l o w  Temperature Enhanced 
site Redeposition 

uum Extraction 



~emebial Alternatives 

o GW-1 No ~urth&r Action 

o GW-2 StrippingIReinjection; 
(0.2 mgd) 

o GW-3B Purnpin StrippingIReinjection; 
Southern Site and Downgradient (1.0 
mgd) 

:ion; Leading Edge of Plume 
(1.9 mgd) 

o GW-5B Pumping 
OxidationIReinjec 
and Downgradie, 

JV-Chemical 
ion; Southern Site Boundary 
t (1.0 mgd) 



~emedial Alternatives 

1 BUILDING 

o BD-1 No ~urthdr Action 

o BD-2 Building econtaminationMraste Treatment D and Disposal , 

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS 

o T-1 No Further hction 

o T-2 Removal an4 Off-Site Disposal 



Detail d Analysis of 
dt e r nat ives 

OF HUMAN 

EFFECTIVENESS AND 

VOLUME 1 
SHORT-TE F 
IMPLEMEN' 

COST 

STATE AC( 

COMMUNli 

TREATMENT TECt 
RECOVERY 

\n EFFECTIVENESS 

ABILITY 

:EPTANCE 

Y ACCEPTANCE 

NOLOGIES AND RESOURCE 



Summary of Alternative Analysis. 

SOIL 

REMEDY 
i 

SC-1 

SC-3 
0 

18.535,l (I0 

SC-4 
I 

! 
SC-5 385,640 

PRESENT TIME TO 
WORTH ACHIEVE 
COST REMEDY 

(years) 
564,300 30 

18,535,100 3.5 

2,262,500 3.5 

385,600 5 



Summary of Alternative Analysis. 

CAPITAL 
REMEDY COST 

PRESENT 
WORTH 
COST 

464,400 

3,350,500 

28,978,100 

15,620,400 

21,121,100 

13,902,300 

TIME TO 
ACHlRlE 
REMEDY 
(years) 



CAPITA1 
RE;AEilY COST 

Uternative Analysis 

ILDING 

PRESENT TIME TO 
WORTH ACHIEVE 
COST REMEDY 

(years) 

41,100 30 

186,200 3.3 



Summary of r Uternative Analysis. 

UNDERG 

CAPITAL 
REMEDY COST 

3OUND TANKS 

PRESENT 
WORTH 
COST 

TIME TO 
ACHlRlE 
REMEDY 
(years) 

30 

3.1 



EPA's preferred Alternative 

ping/Reinjection; 
hern Site Boundary 
Downgradient (1.0 

I 

and Off-Site 



costs are expressed 

PRESENT 
WORTH 

TIME TO 
AcHINE 
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